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Timelines of History.....

NEWS
October, 2009

Sixty-Five Years Since ...

Leyte,

Philippines

Timeline:
On 13 October 1942, the 154th Infantry
Regiment landed at Guadalcanal, to reinforce
the 1st Marines and became the first U.S. Army
unit to offensively engage the enemy -- in
either theatre -- during World War II.
After the decisive victory on Guadalcanal, the
Americal Division moved to the Fiji Islands for
training, rest, & recovery in March, 1943.
·

r

Alerted for action in November, 1943, the 164th
Infantry was the first unit from the Americal
Division to land at Bougainville on Christmas
Day, 1943, fighting there through 1944.
They embarked 4 January 1945 on convoys
that would take them to new battles in the
Philippine Islands. On 21 January 1945, the
154tli landed at Leyte, the first stop in the socalled "mopping up" actions that would
extend to the Negros Oriental, Bohol, and
Cebu ....

The 164 On Leyte
th

From "Citizens as Soldiers'
Four Army divisions had invaded Leyte on 20 October 1944, in the first of
many engagements to liberate the Philippines from Japanese control. The Japanese
again had devised a complicated strategy to repel the Americans by combining air,
naval, and ground forces, this plan calling for the Japanese to allow the large
American convoy to proceed unmolested to the landing area. After they arrived, the
Japanese intended to spring the trap by launching a massive aerial attack
accompanied by a large, three-pronged naval operation. Following its success,
ground forces would complete the annihilation of the Americans. But the plan had
gone awry. Bad weather delayed the air strike for three days, and, though Japanese
bombers did inflict damage to American supplies that clogged the beachhead, the
material loss was not crucial to the Americans. After meeting total disaster in the
Battle of Leyte Gulf, the Japanese navy ceased to be a threat to Leyte or, for that
matter, to any future American campaign. Meanwhile, the Americans increased their
holdings on Leyte day by day.
The Japanese high command could not agree as to
what to do about Leyte. While Imperial Headquarters
believed that the decisive battle for all the Philippines was
taking place there, area army commanders disagreed.
General Tomojuki Yamashita, the "tiger of Malaya"
who commanded the Fourteenth Area Army headquartered
.,,
in Manila, regarded Leyte as a lost cause and thought that
the Japanese should concentrate on defending Luzon.
Opting for the defense of Leyte, however, his superiors
ordered him to send reinforcements there. Yamashita,
obedient officer that he was, complied, and more Japanese
troops began to join
General Tomoyuki
the one division on
Yamashita
Leyte. Although many
Tiger of Malaya
of those sent arrived
Nov 8, 1885 - Feb 23, 1946
with limited supplies,
others did not reach
~ Imperial Japanese
Leyte at all, owing to
Anny 1905-1945
an alert United States
Navy. Nonetheless, the thousands of reinforcements
Yamashita dispatched to Leyte prolonged the battle beyond
the date set for completion. Perhaps this condition
prompted General Douglas MacArthur to make the
siTuATioN oN LEYTE
1 0 m mb" ,9 4 4
statement on 27 December 1944 that Leyte was "secure"
and that the "Leyte-Samar campaign can now be regarded
~ :::::,::·:,,"'
as closed except for minor mopping up."
cJ "'""' """
The phrase "mopping up" had different meanings to .______,,____,,'---'.----""="'=
' "'=" '"-' - ' - - - - - - - ''--- - - - - - = - - '
different people. To General MacArthur, it probably suggested that he could now forget Leyte and proceed with
plans to retake the apple of his eye, Luzon. To the war correspondents covering Leyte, it was a message to put
away their typewriters and prepare for the main event. To the
mothers who had sons on Leyte, it most likely said that they could
The phrase "mopping up': cease
their worries for the time being because their sons were
had different meanings to now safe. For many American civilians, mopping up in all
likelihood meant that a few soldiers now had to go out and either
different people ....
shoot or capture fewer Japanese, who were completely helpless,
and then return in time for the evening meal and the latest movie.
But for the infantrymen doing the mopping, it amounted to endless weeks of gut-wrenching combat,
exhausting ridges to climb, and day after day of contact with an enemy who often vowed to take as
many Americans to their deaths as he possibly could. The vast divergences in interpretation of the
meaning of the phrase were vividly portrayed on Leyte. After the general's premature pronouncement, over a
thousand Americans died in combat there, about one-fourth of the total killed on that island. Furthermore, the
fighting continued for nearly four months thereafter, a longer period of time than the campaign that secured the
island. To many infantrymen, the person who first used the phrase "mopping up" had created a cruel hoax.
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(continued ... )

LE¥TE 1944 1945

On 28 ~a~uary 1945, the men of the 164th began to take up positions at Valencia, Ormoc, and
Palompon, rel1ev1ng troops of the 77th Infantry Division. During the 1st Battalion's first night at Valencia,
'
three Japanese attempted to infiltrate its position. The next
day, in a series of combat patrols in front of its sector, the
" "t
battalion killed twenty-four Japanese without suffering a
VILLABA
'Kananga .,,
casualty. The other battalions had just taken up their
_,
positions when trouble in the Villaba area changed the
tactical situation, and Company K, reinforced, boarded four
Landing Craft Medium and departed for that town.
)
The Americans planned to take Villaba and turn it
over to Filipino troops, who were still supposed to be there.
VALENOA
' Company K expected to land at a peaceful village and meet
Japanese resistance some distance to the east. The men
had a big surprise. The Filipino troops had left Villaba for
reasons unknown, not taking the trouble to inform the United
States Army of their departure. As the men of Company K
began to debark at a pier, a hail of machine gun bullets
greeted them. Hastily advancing through the town, they
found the Japanese on a small ridge and forced them to
withdraw. That night the company built a defensive perimeter
I.
around the town, and the Japanese attacked after dark. Not
:t
1sabe1_ ~
_
successful in penetrating the defense, the assault cost the
Japanese eighteen men. Initial patrols and information gained from natives indicated that many Japanese were
east of Villaba, so Company L joined K for operations in that area.
While Company K was having its surprise, the 1st and 2nd battalions patrolled as far as two miles in
all directions from Valencia, killing thirty-two Japanese and capturing four more. Some of these Japanese,
obviously service troops, were ill trained in the use of small arms, but they chose to die fighting rather than
surrender. After nearly two weeks of combat, the men of the 164th became aware that they were fighting
against two distinct types of Japanese: One kind, battle-wise and familiar with their weapons, had robbed the
countryside of food, gathered ammunition, and taken up positions on terrain to their advantage. In spite of the
hopelessness of their situation, they were willing to fight to the death for country and Emperor. The other kind
were soldiers lost from their units, confused, weary, and hungry, often men who knew nothing about combat,
who had been trained in some technical specialty and had never heard a shot fired until the Americans came.
But the men of the 164th had no way of knowing which sort of troops they faced until the shooting had ended.
They still tended not to take prisoners, even though an increasing number of Japanese were willing to quit the
fight. That number, however, still amounted to a minute fraction of the Japanese forces on Leyte. On 8
February 1945, the 164th took up new positions in order to establish bases nearer the enemy. The 1st and
2nd battalions began to operate out of Dipi and Soong respectively, both having as their objectives coastal
regions to the west. Thus the two battalions began a coordinated push toward the sea to clear all enemy in the
area. After completion of that phase of the campaign, plans called for the two battalions to swing north, while
the 3rd battalion, operating out of Villaba, pushed to the east to cut off any attempt by the Japanese to
escape in that direction.
On 11 February 1945, two battalions of the 96th Filipino Army Regiment joined the 1st and 2nd
battalions on their push to the sea. Moving westward from Valencia , two batteries of artillery gave closer
support to the infantry as more isolated groups of Japanese fell victim to the assault. Company E was
especially active, its patrols killing 50 enemies one afternoon while it suffered only 1 man killed and 2
wounded.
But the 1st Battalion on the right flank of the sweep began to run into Japanese who were well dug in
and had a variety of weapons, including mortars and machineguns. It too, had come upon the first line of
defenses surrounding the plateau that General Suzuki had selected for the major defense system of the
region. The 3rd Battalion continued to patrol its area and awaited the arrival of Company I which had been
patrolling territory around Palimony to clear out all enemies in the area. After completion of that phase of the
campaign, plans called for the two battalions to swing north while the 3rd Battalion, operating from Villaba,
pushed to the east to cut off any attempt by the Japanese to escape in that direction. The 182nd Regiment had
the assignment of coming from the east and completing the encirclement of the enemy. At this early stage of
the campaign, the men of the 164th' had little idea of the number of Japanese in the pocket they were forming.
The intelligence sections of the 77th and 7th infantry divisions, both of which had campaigned in that sector
prior to turning operations over to the America! Division, estimated a minimum of three thousand enemy in
the region where the 164th and 182nd were carrying out their maneuvers. They probably estimated low, for
neither of these divisions had patrolled the area near Villaba extensively.
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(continued ... )

Although the Japanese had made plans to evacuate most of their troops from Leyte, especially those
men still in good health and capable of continuing the fight, their project had run afoul of the United States' air
forces after removing only a little over seven hundred men from the island. Thus at least eight thousand
Japanese remained on Leyte to offer what resistance they could muster and eventually die. On 19 December
1944, General Yamashita informed Japanese commanders on Leyte that they could no longer expect to
receive reinforcements or supplies.
General Soak Suzuki, commander of the Leyte forces, devised
General
a scheme whereby many of the Japanese would occupy a high plateau
Sosaku Suzuki
located to the southeast of the Villaba area. He had instructed the men
Se,E,?), 1891 - Aprl9, 1945
staging there to bring as many arms with them as possible. After he had
:;l(g:Jmperial Japanese
taken measures to ensure adequate food by having his men
Army 1912-1945
systematically loot the countryside, he told them to become selfsufficient by planting fields of corn and beans for future sources of food. ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
Then, having made all these plans, General Suzuki departed from Leyte on the first available boat. He had
left behind at least three thousand Japanese in northwestern Leyte, where the terrain favored the defenders,
and who allegedly had ample supplies for weeks to come. The 164th was headed in their direction. When they
began their push westward, the 1st and 2nd battalions soon found scattered groups of enemy soldiers, most of
them probably trying to find their way to the region designated by General Suzuki. In the first three days of this
sweep the 2nd Battalion alone killed ninety-eight Japanese while the 1st Battalion killed twenty-nine and
__ __
_ __ captured one. After extending its perimeter, the 3rd Battalion started to probe for
;~f\= ftt
- -· I Japanese pOSitiOnS, Which they SOOn enCOUntered and Upon Which they inflicted
1{tt
!,}~
~Y}\
light casualties, while suffering three men killed and four wounded. Here, in this
01
1
5
.11AP- B':~..., v;, 8 ¥-..i.a..,~ -- - 1 area ne~r '(illaba, the 164th found the. first line of defenses plan~ed by Suzuki.
~FEa~h~ - - - -1-:,,_-...:.1 Reports 1nd1cated that the Japanese soldiers there were well armed, 1n good health,
!,_:: ~- ~~ "'~
i . and some of them even had new uniforms.
l~<~:';1 14~
On 16 February 1945, the 1st Battalion reached the sea at Abijao and
'6 -\~t~ P,, ••.,.
im~ediately established a perimeter on high ground around the town. During this
:: : . ,oMII! t. ..~.1•..,c-.---i>:-:>._,,._ act!on, Company ~ had two men wou_nded, on~ of ~horn w~s evacuat~d by
• 81 M / 1 ~ ~ , , _ ,._ I ··
helicopter, at that time an awkward-looking machine with unrealized potential. A
forward artillery observer and a cub pilot also sustained wounds; the latter when his
0- 1""
plane crashed as he was trying to drop fresh radio batteries to the infantry. A hastily
~ .-.-J,t,,i.,1 &.f.,.,,..r,;...
devised patrol rescued him just beyond the perimeter lines. After regrouping near
0 7 .- :
San Miguel, the 2nd Battalion began to push north to meet the 1st Battalion. It
fl? gr; ~ .rt d
.
ran into several small groups of Japanese,
<1' '--h,v ',; ~ 8 ~ ~ _ .
a1IOil which its records describe as "stragglers
·, ',,
: '. - _:,. Perime..ter
and_ foraging groups." The 3rd Battali<:>n,
\ . .
.
q\
'
'\
having come upon enemy defensive
@ -- ;
~'· ;
- @ Yillaha. - positions, began to attack from its Villaba
~ ·
,
·
perimeter area. Company L hit a well dug,, '
- in and armed position to its front, killing
four of the Japanese but suffering one man
_....__ _- i killed and five wounded in the exchange.
While the 2nd Battalion was
' continuing its sweep northward toward the
- -- . 1st Battalion, the latter began to send
· patrols out to probe for enemy positions.
Although these patrols found none, during
the night of 17 February 1945, some
1 Japanese did succeed in infiltrating its
.,
lines and throwing hand grenades among
,'
the men, wounding four. After setting up a
machine gun position on a ridge near
Company C, another small group of the
enemy fired into its perimeter and wounded
two men. Once again Company L hit the
Japanese northeast of Villaba, and once
again it had to withdraw, having been met
,..__ __..1.c_J!l"'-"'.,L..LJ..-"L.-"'--''-=ilL-'-..L:...-'-=,,__,,,'""-'-....__..'-'-",.__Ll_~------"-'---.J by a ha ii of mortar and heavy machine gun
fire. Company K, however, patrolled as far as twenty-five hundred yards to the southeast without running into
a single enemy position, killing thirty-seven Japanese without suffering one casualty.
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LEYTE 1944 1945

By 21 Fe~ruary 1945, after the 2nd Battalion had come abreast of the 1st, the push to the north had
~egun. A ~hort distance north of Abijao, the 1st Battalion ran into heavy enemy fire from small mortars and
light mach1.~e guns. Before 1onQ the battalion received fire from three sides and retired to establish a perimeter
east of Ab1Jao. The sharp f1ght1ng caused the Japanese to lose sixty-four killed and an undetermined number
yvounded_ while the 1st Battalion lost nine men killed in action and thirty-five wounded. The 3rd Battalion, still
in the V1llaba area, began to experience enemy attacks on its positions. Japanese using knee mortars,
grenade launchers, and automatic weapons attacked both Companies K and L. Although the companies
repulsed the assaults, these attacks indicated that at least some of the Japanese troops were not willing to
concede Leyte to the enemy, even though the odds overwhelmingly favored the Americans.
Some of the Japanese troops had lost the fighting rr===_=.:=..=. ======.=============
spirit often displayed in the early part of the war, but they
·
,..,,Jj\o
somehow managed to escape the trap formed by the
1
America! Division and roamed about in areas formerly
·
\
covered by patrols. Thus the Americans received reports
,
of Japanese troops near Palompon, an area United
\
, IH KIA •OEirh l6ee
States troops had combed at least twice. Since the 't:~l 0 ,:I.A~~:t~/o~1
,/
·
battali_ons of the 164th and other. regiments of the
i;
,
& ,nr
..._
Amencal had not yet made contact with one another, the
t :~.-2- EN tM •!lfs!c ,He
,
1 :>n°r1- Mt• o,.rrw-4
gaps between them allowed some Japanese to avoid
«••.....~ .....,.
'
being surrounded. Therefore in these areas the
I e"'"' .. 1-•"• .,,.u,.,
,.
!!<fst..... ,a-,r 14 ,,..,)
•
•
'
I ,._ri~,tr4' - t F'-ti' 2. •- flllllLD:.
4-'
...
AntlTank, Service, and Cannon companies patrolled
' ..........
, .
daily and often found some stragglers. Other Japanese
• f"w
,,,,.:.--L..DIJ..C..__...m....;::;...J.l..........-..a....
tried to break out of the trap by attacking the Americans,
probably in the hope that they might get through a patrol
or perimeter to relative safety and plentiful supplies of
food . Some of these attempts employed night attacks
similar to, but on a much smaller scale than, those the '
8&
164th had experienced on Guadalcanal.
On the night of 23-24 February, about thirty
Japanese, trying to infiltrate the perimeter between
Companies E and G, were thrown back with heavy
losses after they killed one American and wounded
another. At the northern end of the operation, the
Japanese, using machine guns, small and large mortars,
o~a,u..A'f n ·,.,,._o.,.P.. Nj and rifle fire, assaulted Companies I and K shortly after ,J
a., Re.,., ..111... .._ ..,_ •
midnight. Although the attack did not succeed in denting
~,.,: ... ,..... """''", ,;,., ...
perimeter, five Japanese, all killed, had come within hand
P~FoN
~o F•e -,.r
grenade range of the lines.
L!::::::=========================::::!I
By the end of February, the 1st and 2nd battalions were attempting to make contact with the 3rd
along the coast between Abijao and Baliti. Troops of the 3rd Battalion were also trying to reach the men of
the 182nd Regiment.
But the Japanese did not cooperate. When the 2nd Battalion ran into about 200 enemy troops , well dug
in but rather widely spread, artillery and mortar fire supported its attack on their positions. After suffering many
casualties, the Japanese withdrew under cover of darkness; the battalion had lost 2 men killed and 15
wounded. By this time, the Americans knew that the 154th was reaching some of the inner defensive positions
of the enemy, pushing against increasing numbers of Japanese who had more and superior weapons and
were better prepared to resist the advancing Americans than the stragglers first encountered in the campaign .
As the area they controlled became smaller, the Japanese prepared more elaborate defensive positions to
protect themselves from the inevitable mortar and artillery fire. The Americans began to realize that, in spite of
having been abandoned and written off by their commanders, the Japanese troops in that area of Leyte had
no intention of surrendering. The 154th and other regiments of the America! continued to tighten the noose.
The men of the 164th never had the chance to take part in the final victory in northwestern Leyte. On 8
March 1945, the 1st and 2nd battalions received orders to move from their respective positions back to Abijao
and, from there, redeploy to the Ormoc, Valencia, and Palompon areas. The 3rd Battalion, however, was
instructed to return to Villaba (near Baliti), relieve troops of the 182nd Regiment in that region, and wait for
further orders. On 10 March 1945, the 164th was released from the command of the America/ Division and
was placed under that of the Eighth Army, their mission being that of "continuing offensive operations against
and destroying the enemy on Leyte Island." In addition, the regiment was ordered to be prepared by 24 March
to move on twenty-four-hour notice to support operations of the Eighth Army. So, awaiting the arrival of other
units, the men of the 164th began to get ready for redeployment.

:;:4=•
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LE'ITE 1944 1945

The 164th continued fighting for several days after receiving their orders, however, because the
re~im_ent h~d to wait for its r~lief and then brief it on the tactical situation after it arrived. In addition, though the
rel1ev1n~_unit, the 108th Reg1~ental Combat Team, began to arrive on 12 March, it did not complete taking up
the pos1t1ons of the 164th until 23 March. During that interlude, the 164th continued to send patrols out daily to
contact the_ en~my and, ~n occasion, to repulse an attack on some sector of its perimeter. By 24 March, the
164th was 1n bivouac, going over the lessons learned on Leyte and drawing up another training schedule for
the next campaign. Meanwhile, the regiment served as the Eighth Army reserve.
Before the Leyte mopping up, the 164th had acquired the
US ARMY BATTLE CASUAL TIES AT LEYTE
reputation of being jungle fighters, having spent nearly four
20 OCTOBER 1944-8 MAY 1945
hundred days in jungle combat, perhaps more than any other Army
Organization
!!Total UKilled!~!MIA! unit in the pacific. The jungle and terrain of northwestern Leyte
Total
n1s.sa4U3.so4 n11.ss11@IJ fostered the same fighting conditions the men had encountered on
Sixth Army Troops
I~~~~ Guadalcanal and Bougainville. The wealth of experience they
had gained there they put to good use on Leyte. By actual count,
Eighth Army Troops
l~EJ~IO
the
154th had killed 2,010 Japanese, wounded an unestimated
X Corps
l[DKJl1,670 US,384 1 0
number, and taken 18 prisoners of war, while suffering 86 killed in
!America! Div & 164th R C T ! ~ ! I g ] ~ I O action and 278 wounded, a few by defective American mortar
rounds. The "kill ratio" of the regiment during the Leyte campaign
!24th Infantry Division
112.342 IEJ~~
had been twenty-four to one, an unusually high one considering
!32d Infantry Division
l ~ ~ ~ L I that the 164th fought offensively throughout the entire campaign .
!38th Infantry Division
l~~IIICJEJ
By the beginning of April 1945, the 164th had lost much of
!1st Cavalry Division
l~~~D its North Dakota character. While at Camp Claiborne, it had
!11th Airborne Division
l ~ ~ ~ @ J absorbed almost one thousand men, mostly from the Upper
!1st Filipino Division
l ~ C T I : : J ~ [ : J Midwest, to bring it to full strength. The regiment received some
!108th RCT
l @ : C J ~ ~ [ : J replacements before shipping overseas and about the eleven
hundred more after Guadalcanal. Over four hundred more
!112th RCT
1010~~[:J
replacements came after Bougainville. These two sets of
!Corps Troops
1§=:JDI::J~[:J
replacements had brought in about half the regiment's full strength
XXIV
Corps
from
outside North Dakota. Also, more defined but complex
U7.os3
u1.s32
us.4s4
ID
I
!7th Infantry Division
u2.7s4 H~EJl2,17s ID criteria of eligibility for rotation qualified most of the original
members of the unit for return to the United States. As the war in
!77th Infantry Division
u2.22s l ~ ~ L I
Europe
was rapidly coming to the inevitable surrender of Germany,
!96th Infantry Division
l ~ ~ I D : f i l D the military might of the United States began to shift to the Pacific.
!Corps Troops
l!ill::::J~lill::::][:J Since the Army could now afford to send most of the weary, battleibiblio.net/hyperwar///USA/U SA-P-Return/U SA-P-Rc1urn-22.html
worn veterans of the Pacific home, many of the former Guardsmen
of the 164th received the joyous notice that their days in the rotten jungles were drawing to an end. It was now
a regiment North Dakotan in its origin but American in its personnel, but it still carried the same pride that it had
displayed so well on Guadalcanal. Before the Leyte campaign ended, the America! Division received orders to
prepare for Operation Victor-2, the conquest of, and the restoration of civil government to the Philippine Islands
of Cebu, Bohol, and Negros Oriental. Of these, according to all intelligence reports, Cebu, defended by the
largest Japanese force, ranked first. Because General William H. Arnold, commander of the division,
requested that the two regiments designated for the Cebu invasion be at full strength, some of the men of the
164th were assigned to the 132nd and
182nd regiments. The 164th was to
remain on Leyte as Eighth Army reserve,
During th1• period unit.a hold trdnil'IG, :t.'CI0 111 oll4 o!tioaora •llhoal.l on 1 ....
which meant a few days rest for the men.
ao1111 loomed :I.II tb• l,e,to, P. I, c~1cn, Un1-t.- &110 ro-oqct,pped ebd re-o~
ized durl!lB tht.l period.
.
·
·
The operation called for the invasion of
J>Npn:rationa tor tutur• •~t= flO'ftDGllt eontimed ~ o u t th.ta J)C"1o4 • •
Cebu to take place 26Mar45 just a few
en a t,pril the 164th R:>'1' •n• :nitUrDed to ccnt:rol ot ro J..i:m:1ool Dh'1a1on nA
prepared tor lllll111C11t •~t•r JDOTomant to C.bll, P, I.
·
days after the 154th had turned over their
Leyte positions to other troops .

Next issue:

65 Years Since .... Cebu!
QUESTION: the book references
cannon companies on Cebu. When
did they join the Americal regiments
and how were they used?
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Excerpt from
LEYTE {Center for Military History Pub 72-27)

LEYTE

http://www.history.army.mil/brochures/leyte/leyte.htm
The campaign for Leyte cost American forces a total of 15,584 casualties, of
which 3,504 were killed in action. In their failed defense of Leyte, the Japanese
lost an estimated 49,000 troops, most of them combat forces. Although General
Yamashita still had some 250,000 troops on Luzon, the additional loss of air and
• naval support at Leyte so narrowed his options that he now had to fight a
defensive, almost passive, battle of attrition on Luzon, clearly the largest and
most important island in the Philippines. In effect, once the decisive battle of
Leyte was lost, the Japanese themselves gave up all hope of retaining the
Philippines, conceding to the Allies in the process a critical bastion from which
Japan could be easily cut off from her resources in the East Indies and from
which the final assaults on the Japanese home islands could be launched.
Analysis: The campaign for Leyte proved the first and most decisive operation
in the American reconquest of the Philippines. The Japanese invested heavily in
Leyte, and lost. The campaign cost their army four divisions and several
separate combat units, while the* navy lost twenty-six major warships, and fortysix large transports and merchantmen. The struggle also reduced Japanese land-based air capability in the
Philippines by more than 50 percent, forcing them to depend on suicidal kamikaze pilots.
For the U.S. Army, the results of the campaign were mixed. The fight for Leyte lasted longer than
expected, and the island proved difficult to develop as a military base. These and other setbacks had their
basis in several intelligence failures. Most important, MacArthur's headquarters had failed to discern Japanese
intentions to fight a decisive battle on Leyte. Thus, not enough covering air and naval support was available to
prevent the substantial enemy troop influx between 23 October and 11 December. This reinforcement, in turn,
lengthened the fight on the ground for Leyte and forced the commitment of units, such as the 11th Airborne
Division, held in reserve for subsequent operations. Of course, an ever present factor was the dedication of the
individual Japanese soldier, the tactical skills he displayed in defensive warfare, especially in using the difficult
terrain to his own advantage, and the willingness of his commanders to sacrifice his life in actions that had little
chance of being decisive.
[Minot Newspaper from the Clayton Mattison collection]
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GENERAL HEADQUARTERS
SOUTHWEST PACIFIC AREA
OJJT"JOS

or

THE OOMM.AffDSJll,o,JN~HUCII"

TO TBE PBOPLE OF THE PHILIPPINES:
I ban returned. ll;y the grace of ilmight7 God
our force• at&nd again on Philippine aoil - aoil
conaecrated in the blood of our two peoplaa. Wa
have come, dedicated and committed, to the taal< of
daetro7in« every veetige of ene...,- control over 7our
daily livea, and of roatori:ag, upon a foundation ot
indeatructible etrength, the libertiee ot ;your
people,

Rally to me. Let the indomitable epirit of
llnta&n and Corregidor lead on. As the lines of battle
roll f orward to bring ;you within the zone of operations,
ri se and strike. Strike et every favorable opportunity.
For your homes and hearths, strike ! For future generatiow, of your sons nnd daughters, strike! In the wune
of your ancred dead, strike! Let no heart be faint.
Let every arm be steeled. The guidance of divine God
points the way. Follow in Hie llama to the Holy Grail
of righteous victory!
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I'Strike!
H
ave
1

Returned'

In the end, the Japanese
decision to stake everything
on the battle for Leyte only
hastened their final collapse

~~ot~r~a~~c~~i ~:s~b~1Yaf~

ground and n~val forces
that they committed to the
struggle. Even before the
.
.
f1ght1ng on Leyte ended, MacArthur's forces had
moved on to invade Luzon and the rest of the
Philippines, thereby consolidating their hold on
this former Japanese bastion and completing a
final major step toward Japan itself.

!MacArthur Heads Invaders
OnLeyteAsYanksReturn
TolslesOfSadMemory

Further Readings: The views of senior American
ground commanders on the campaign are presented in Douglas
MacArthur, Reminiscences (1964), and Walter Krueger, From
Down Under to Nippon: The Story of Sixth Army in World War II
( 1953). The strategic debate over objectives in the Western Pacific
is explained by Robert Ross Smith in "Luzon Versus Formosa,"
Chapter 21 of Kent Roberts Greenfield, ed., Command Decisions
(1960). A readable overview of the campaign is Stanley L. Falk,
Decision at Leyte (1966). In the 1970s, the declassification of
cryptanalytic documentation relating to the Pacific war allowed fuller
treatment of the intelligence background to the Leyte Campaign. A
scholarly example of such is "The Missing Division: Leyte, 1944,"
Chapter 6 of Edward J. Orea, MacArthur's ULTRA; Codebreaking
and the War Against Japan, 1942-1945 (1992). The most extensive
treatment of the campaign itself remains M. Hamlin Cannon, Leyte:
The Return to the Philippines (1987), a volume in the series United
States Army in World War II.
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Remembering

Milton Shedd,

Company E and Reg't Intell & Reconn Platoon
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"Walt Disney of the Sea"
LA Times Archive for Thu rsday , May 30, 2002

Milton Shedd, 79; Co-Founder of Sea
World Began Marine Institute By Myrna Oliver
When he was 5, he stood on the Santa Monica Pier and
fished for smelt, beginning a lifelong love affair with the sea
and all the creatures in it.
Before he died, he had spent more than 3,500 days on the
ocean and extracted untold numbers of striped marlin and
white sea bass. But he put back far more than the fish or the
profits he took out as an experienced angler and manufacturer
of fishing tackle.
Milton C. Shedd, one of the four fraternity brothers
who founded Sea World and the creator of its research
institute, died May 24, 2002, at his home, of cancer.
Sea World opened March 21, 1964, on 22 acres of
San Diego's Mission Bay leased from the city. The park now
covers 190 acres, has welcomed more than 100 million visitors
and is one of California's leading tourist attractions.
What the UCLA frat brothers first started talking about was
not a marine theme park, but a simple restaurant with
an underwater bar- perhaps an under-the-sea view they could
add to the Long Beach eatery already owned by George
Millay, or maybe a whole new facility they could build together
in Mission Bay. Shedd, then a stockbroker; Dr. Kenneth Norris,
curator of sea animals at Marineland of the Pacific, Dave De
Motte and Millay weighed the problems of building such an
underwater attraction.
Eventually, the difficult engineering involved and their joint
interest in helping people better understand marine life led the quartet to abandon the restaurant and
concentrate on starting an oceanarium. Shedd, Millay (who later created the Wet 'n Wild waterslide parks),
Norris, and De Motte raised $1.5 million and built Sea World.
In 1965, they acquired Shamu and became the first theme park to exhibit a killer whale, an attraction that
assured the park's continuity.
Shedd was president or board chairman of Sea World for nearly 20 years and helped create other Sea Worlds
in Florida and Ohio. The parks were sold in 1981. But Shedd's lasting legacy to marine science and
education is considered the nonprofit research foundation he created in 1963, originally called the Mission Bay
Research Institute and in 1977 renamed the Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute to honor Carl and Laura
Hubbs' contributions to marine science.
Some of Shedd's happiest days were collecting live specimens for the theme park aboard his 67-foot boat,
dubbed Sea World and built as a marine research and fishery development vessel. He later donated the boat,
now called Sea World UCLA, to the UCLA Marine Science Center, which he helped establish to prepare gradeschool teachers to instruct children about marine life.
Shedd had also helped create a white sea bass hatchery in Carlsbad and was recently promoting the use of
obsolete oil platform rigging as artificial reefs to serve as fish habitats.
With his wife, Shedd acquired Axelson Fishing Tackle Manufacturing Co., known as AFTCO , in 1973, and later
developed such subsidiaries as Bluewater Wear, which sells .. .. clothing. Even garbing and equipping
fishermen, Shedd believed, could illustrate the ocean's importance to mankind. "People aren't aware that the
oceans produce more than 50% of the Earth's oxygen," he told The Times in 1995. "Our company is about
developing awareness. The ocean is something we live and breathe.
Born in El Paso and reared in Southern California, Shedd earned a degree in banking and finance from UCLA,
where he played baseball and football. His college years were interrupted by World War II, in which he
served as an Army officer in the Pacific, earning a Silver Star, Bronze Star, and Purple Heart.
Among the awards he earned for his oceanic endeavors were the lifetime achievement award from the
Audubon Society's Living Oceans Program and the Professional Achievement Award from UCLA.
Shedd is survived by his wife of 58 years, Peggie; a daughter, Carol Mccarren of Denver; two sons, Steve of
Mission Viejo and Bill of Irvine; a sister, Ruth Orem, of Newport Beach; a brother, Irv, of Newport Beach; nine
grandchildren; and one great-grandson .
http://articles.latimes.com/2002/may/30/local/me-shedd30
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His Last Fishing Trip - 2002
Milton Shedd was posthumously inducted into the International Game Fishing
Association Hall of Fame. In accepting the award honoring his father, Bill
Shedd, flanked by his mother, Peggie, and other family members, made a
touching tribute on stage at the IGFA banquet.
"Dad's love for fishing was off the charts and never went away until the day he
died," Shedd said. "As a boy during the Depression, he would go down to the
Santa Monica Pier and catch fish to sell to the neighbors. Even though he
fished more than 3,500 days in his life, he never got enough and always
wanted to spend day fishing. "Three months before he passed away from
cancer, he was sick enough that he could no longer walk or stand, but he still
had to go fishing. For Dad , fishing was right up there with breathing as a
necessity for life. We picked calm days and tied his wheel chair down to the
deck of the boat and took him halibut fishing against the doctor's orders. He
still caught more halibut than either my sister or me.
"Three days before he passed, he was not able to
speak or do much of anything at all, but we knew he still wanted to go fishing. This time we
did not even tell the doctor what we planned. We drove him down to the local country club,
carried him into the golf cart and drove it down to the small lake. We flipped out a plastic worm
and handed him the rod. The little bass hooked themselves. Even as sick as he was he could
have turned the handle on the reel faster than he was, but then we figured it out. He was
simply trying to keep the fish on for as long as possible, as he knew it would be the last time in
his life he could feel the tug of a fish at the end of his line. I asked him, 'So Dad, it still feels
good to have a fish on the end of your line doesn't it?' He nodded his head yes and smiled. It
was the last time we ever saw him smile."

Milt Shedd's WWII Letters to his W-de, Peggie· I944
Part 1: The Adventure of the Sea
2Apr44 I'm somewhere near the middle of the blue-bluest ocean I've ever seen, on a very nice ship. Food is
the best we've had since I've been in the army -no work to do and the weather has been perfect. Naturally
things are a little crowded, there being six Us in the same stateroom, but ... everything possible is being done
to make our voyage a happy one. Things are far different that I expected. Today I saw my first flying fish. I love
to stand by the rail watching for fish and different sea birds. Yesterday I saw a huge shark. What amazes me
most is the albatross. Our ship is not slow, yet these graceful creatures circle us for hours and rarely do you se
one so much as flap its wing once. 3Apr44 The moon is shining so brightly from directly overhead. The night
is dotted with fluffy cotton like balls of cloud which appear unbelievably white in the moonlight. After the men
have bedded down, the only sounds audible are the splashing of the waves against the side of the ship and the
dull, heavy throbbing of the ships engines. It gives one a strange feeling to stand on deck and watch the night
sky in its conglomeration of motion. You become so accustomed to the ship's gentle dipping and rocking that
you accept it as being the stable base with the rest of the world moving about it. What with the upper cloud
strata slowly moving one way past the heavenly bodies and the lower strata racing madly in the opposite
direction, you experience what I guess to be "absolute motion" - things going every which way. I am beginning
to appreciate the magnitude of this ocean. Speaking of strange creatures, today I saw a giant bat ray. It looked
much line the sting ray that we have in Calif waters, only many times larger. It appeared to have a spooky
green light ray shining from each of its eyes. I saw it only for about 10 seconds and my imagination was
probably hard at work. They serve a big breakfast and a big supper, but only tea, coffee, and
cooking for lunch. The food is better than excellent.

Part 2: Following footsteps of the 164: New Caledonia ... then Guadalcanal
20Apr44. [New Cal] For the past five days, have been exploring this island. Because of the necessary veil of
censorship, I can't guarantee a very interesting letter. My hunting and fishing trips have been more exploration
than anything else. So far, all I've gotten is a 12" bass, and I shot that with a 45 pistol. Most interesting are the
natives. They are of many places and each one has many diseases ... nevertheless, they are of beautiful
physique. 1 May at sea . 8 May 44, [Guadalcanal] I'm on dry land. I say dry land, but it could hardly be called
that1 It's the swampiest and boggiest place I've ever seen. It rains every night and it's quite hot. At one time
there was much fighting right on my camp site, but things are quiet and absolutely safe now. Milt described a
hunting trip in an 8' boat to follow an alligator into the ocean breakers. He got a few shots with his M1, but the
'gator outlasted the boat and they had to retreat for shore before sinking.
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Part 3: Bougainville: Anti-Tank & Co E
13May44. I'm sitting cross-legged on my canvas cot looking out over the Pacific. On either side of me are
tents scattered among the coconut palm trees. I'm
waiting transportation up to my outfit which is doing
some fighting where they are. 14May44 Please
send me some costume jewelry. Money means
nothing to the natives, but they ask for "wun pela
dolla" or two pela dolla pleeze" for whatever they
sell. Some of them carry quite a roll. 18May44 I've
reached my destination. I have been assigned to
the 164th Infantry Regiment of the America!
Division. I imagine the papers back home tell you
where I am, but of course, I cannot mention the
name of the island. I see that this Regiment enjoys
a feeling of "espirit de corps". They are all brothers each one going out of his way to help the other.
These men believe their outfit is the best. I agree
with them. I pulled a few strings so I could get into this outfit. I'm going to be interviewed by the Reg't CO
(commanding officer) to be assigned to my Company and Battalion. 19May44 I've just been assigned to 2nd
Bn Hqs Co where I'll be an Anti-Tank Platoon leader. 20May. Life here is peaceful. The Japs aren't
interested in getting killed, so they stay away. I've been transferred to Co E because of officers being rotated
and one being accidentally shot in the leg and evacuated. Jun44 Looking at my desk at the present moment I
find your picture, 2 Jap knee mortar shells, a coke bottle, roll of toilet paper, my wallet and leather picture
holder, many scattered letters, tin of heat tablets, my toilet kit, mosquito bomb, soap dish, 2 grenades, trench
knife, 2 hats, some ringworm killer, news bulletin, my watch, assorted reading material, a few rounds of Jap .25
and .31 caliber small arms ammo, stationery, Jap bayonet, dirty red & white cloth that was once a Jap battle
flag, and other things stirred up together to form a very untidy mess. 13Jun44 Our patrol marched all last night
through the jungle over many miles of twisting narrow elusive trails. Tonight at midnight I must take a detail to
the ships to unload cargo. We have planted a victory garden ..please send some seeds, anything will grow
here. 22Jun44 Altho Lt Ross is Public Relations Officer, I think I'll write up short items on some of my men
and send it to their home town papers. I believe the boys deserve reading about themselves. 25Jun44 I was
on the sidelines watching my Platoon (3rd) trouncing the 2nd Pit, when Val Bush took a swing and threw his bat.
It hit me square in the face and down I went, out like a light. I got up, bloody but acting brave. 27Jul44 We've
planted carrots, lettuce, radishes, and cucumbers. 30Jul44 While in the bush, I had the opportunity of eating
some of the native food, principally taro and the Pau Pau as the natives call it. I could live on these foods, but
prefer our regular diet to them. I'm glad I'm doing my fighting in this part of the world. You depend on your own
,
ability to keep alive. It is as near as
anything could be to Indian fighting such
as our ancestors did in the frontier days.
Of course, we are waging modern war
with modern equipment; but in patrol
action, it is man against man more than
machine against machine. 31Jul44 Tell
Sturzy that baseball helped me a lot- I
,., threw 4 grenades right in the middle of
one group of 6 Japs and another group of
3. When a Jap heavy machine gun
opened up on us, I chucked 2 grenades
· at it and it didn't fire again. 2Aug44 Lt
,... Clemons, just came in from the field,
, talking a blue streak. 13Aug44 Capt
Douhan phoned me that I have been
" . . ,,
made a 1st Lt. That is good news! I must
Some ongmal guys from Company E.
thank my men as they did the good job
that got me the promotion. 14Aug44 I've been flying in airplanes all day today, for observation purposes, and
will go up again tomorrow. Aug44 Before I came in this last time ... I directed many thousands of dollars of
artillery and mortar fire - steel rations for Tojo! 22Aug44 They called me in to lead a bomber strike; when we
finished bombing my target, the lead plane I was in had the secondary mission of bombing a bridge - Mission
Accomplished. Nothing of great importance but very exciting! 4Sep44 Our garden has suffered heavy
casualties as the jungle bugs have it located. They have eaten all of the leaves off many plants, leaving only
the stalks, but we will salvage part of our labor..we will have a few onions!
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Part 4: Misc Observations
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22May44 My tent is located on top of a big steep hill. Just beside and below the tent is a tall tree at least a
hundred feet high. From the top hangs a single vine ... we take the end and walk up the steep hill. ..then we
swing down about 50' each way, out and back.
At the far side of the arc we are at least 30-40' above
ground .. what fun playing Tarzan!. 23May. It never ceases to amaze me how much is done to make things
comfortable out here for the fighting man. If the Japs knew how high our standard of living was here, I'm sure
they'd throw up their hands in disbelief and then just wonder, "What's the use of all this? Tojo must not be
such a hot shot if he can't give us half the things the Americans have." It's cool enough at night to use one
wool blanket. 30May44 We are waiting for class to start. Each student sits on a box that contains two 4.2"
High explosive shells weighing 30 lbs apiece. Here we go with our lecture on vesicant gases; mustard,
Lewisite, & nitrogen mustard. A few parrots and their jungle friends are squawking in the tree tops. Mahogany
trees are for the most part a tangles mass of toots and vines. Each tree has its own little clan of lizards which
get fat eating the local bugs - I get a big kick out of watching their fine society in operation. Each clan seems
to have a king, usually a big black ugly fellow ... he takes the buggiest part of the tree and makes much fuss in
chasing his inferior subjects off his particular perch. The Black King decided to go to the tree next door and
knock the hell out of the Brown King who ruled there.[the encounter is described in detail]. 31 May44 We
usually have pancakes or mush for breakfast, red dog (mixture of ground up dried beef and hot dogs) for lunch,
and either red dog or fish for dinner. Just felt a rocking earthquake! 14Jun44. Lt Ross and I just came out
victorious in a battle with a big ugly centipeded in our tent- about 8" long and about as big around as my lttle
finger. I hope his mate isn't in the neighborhood .... 20Jun44 Our basketball team has won 22 of 25 games, so
naturally they are too good to let me play. My athletics are restricted to softball. 3Nov44 The rain has been
pouring down worse than ever the last two days. As usual, many of our roads will be washed out. I have seen
three large trees that have fallen. When they come down, the ground shakes and the crash may be heard for
hundreds of yards. I saw one giant 200-footer topple off the crest of a razor back ridge and slide 200 yards
down the slope. It cleared a path free from all vegetation, leaving only a naked scar on the mountainside.
6Nov44 I have never in my life seen so much rain . Every day I put my helmet outside for shaving water, and it
is filled. 9Nov44 As I sit here writing this letter, I can see my night lizard friend poking his up. He's a dull
brown, about 8" in length and his physique is stubby as he is very fat and sluggish from the choice bugs in the
corner. His eyes are bulgy and he has huge feet with suction cups unlike the sharp toes of his daylight cousins.
I call him Snapper.

Part 5: Intelligence & Reconnaissance Platoon
5 Sep 44 I have a new address ... I am now Regimental Reconnaissance Officer, who is the assistant to the
Reg S-2, the Intelligence Officer, who is a major. Regulations call for a recon officer who is a First Lt...that's
me. There are things the Regt must know about the enemy ... where they are, how many, what they can do
and are likely to do to us, etc. It is our job to gather this information. In combat, I will spend time patrolling ... to
gather these particular bits of information. I also work with the routine of checking prisoners (if there are any),
examining captured equipment and seeing that it gets to the proper people. I am now living with Lt Campbell
of Las Crusas, NM, and Lt Leaver of
Nevada who attended college at
... ., .......
Berkley. They seem to be fine fellows,
Shedd
and have built a very fine tent with
wooden floors, screened in, electric
lights, etc. I'm about 3-4 miles from E
Company .. . I will miss the gang there
as they are a fine bunch of men. Capt
Walker is the best Co. Commander I
ever had, and the same goes for my
old platoon being the best I've had. I'll
miss them all, especially Lt. Ross.
190ct44 Just came back from a
mission to find a route through a very
nasty swamp -- 4 days of slopping
around in the mud.
Our rations
consisted of the old standby, K ~
rations. We each carried 2 canteens, a
13shelter half, one poncho, our arms,
etc, machetes, etc. At night we built From an almost illegible photo ID (tried to match writing to roster on page 13):
Patrol Left Front to Back: native, Gordon Harrow (with sword),
ourselves shacks out of banana November
Balgift?? (holding up rifle), James Phillips, Paul Knox?, Ike (Don Eichelberger?),
leaves, slept on the shelter half as a Norm M??, Native, Lawrence McCarten, Milt Shedd, Albert Sevigny.
floor, and used the poncho for a A note said "others on patrol": Root, Koester/Kercher?, Morgan?, possibly Dulapa.
blanket.
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Part 6: The Silver Star Mission

16 Nov 44 I had a few days to accomplish a mission and return. We had to make a forced march for 1-1 /2
days at a pace that was dangerous because of the possibility of being ambushed. 17 Nov 44 One man
became ill, exhausted one hour from goal. I did not know what we might run into, so I picked the 5 weakest
men for an easily defended perimeter on a razor back ridge. This is our rendezvous point in case of trouble.
Our native guide, without whom we would have accomplished nothing, took the remaining 7 of us to our
objective. At this time, our weapons consisted of 2 BAR's, 1 Tommy Gun, 1 Carbine, and three M1 's, plus 33
grenades. I am glad I insisted that the men carry grenades, even though there was quite some dissention
when each man was ordered to carry three. We had rested at our hidden perimeter point so as to reach the
enemy when all would be in from their search for food and might be congregated in preparing for their evening
meal. It was close to 1600 when we commenced our stalking of them. They had lived here for months
unmolested. They had no security! We could hear them chopping wood & hollering when 200-300 yards away.
We approached their position on the back side, away from the main trail. I cautioned the men to be
extremely quiet. A BAR and M1 covered our crossing the deep steep gulley only 70 yards from the Nips. After
these men were in place, the rest of the men followed into position. Because of obscuring vegetation, the first
line I formed was not adequate. We had to move farther down the forward slope to where the bank dropped
away. The men moved forward individually, crawling sometimes in plain view of the enemy. The actions of the
men showed the results of good discipline, and combat experience. They would do their firing only if positively
detected or on my signal, which .. .was the throwing of grenades. I had collected 8 of them and all during this
phase of the operation, held one, pin pulled, in each hand. Our final line was the ideal. We looked down onto
their position with 100% visibility. It had taken 15 minutes to work up to this point and we were more than
ready to start, but we lay in observation for a minute while the men picked out their targets.
The village was situated in a clearing. The
20 ..,._,.r lOU
Nips were completely in the open and the farthest
was only 40 yards. There must have been nearly
25 or the better part of a platoon.
I had
cautioned the men to lay their magazines in front
•
•
•
•
•
of them where they could get at them easily. I
Sil..VER STA.I - 1-arda •••••••••••••••••••••••II
pointed at 6 Nips eating and then at 3 sleeping.
SOU>IBB.•a JEilAL • Allll.rd •••••••••• •••••••••Ill
By BAR man nodded. I threw one grenade and
•.
•
•
•
•
•
then the other, following these with 6 more.
II - SILVEII lSTAl!.--By dir•oti- or the l'z'e•~at, a2dar iilae prlWi:,
Everyth ing happened at once. The confusion
81011.1 or the aot or Congren •ppr""~ II Jal7 11118 (Ball. cs. 11D, 11118).
and noise were terrific. For better than a minute
thl snnr Star 1• •~d•d by tba c ~1.n, 0.Mral. ~rloal Dims.-.
the shooting was all done by us. There were only
to the f o l l ~ - - d ottioon and cilie-4 - •
.,...
7 of us, but the enemy was all bunched up and
•
•
•
•
•
•
disorganized.
Suddenly, a heavy machinegun
Firat Li•utoaant 1m.tOJ1 c. sHEDD. 052.uoe, ~ . tlut.41 atta-.
opened fire on us. I don't know where the first
Arey. For gallantry 1.n aot101> at Boupiffill•, .lol- Ialuda. fl'ca
b t h't b t th
d h't th b k
I
f
14 llonmber U1'4 to 16 Jlonllber 19H. Vcl=t&rily 1. .diAg hie patrol et
UrS I , LI
e SeCOn
I
e an On y a eW
twelTo •11 011 a rec111111a1uano• tar beyond our 11J1ita. uwtenant am:oo feet below us. The gun was located only 30
countered • a ubat&Dti•l farce or ti. •nni;r. L1eu1laeallt 81SDD at yards away and was silenced immediately by
oallod tar reWoroe•nte, maawhil•, ho and thrff aade a oaaplati.
e1101ro1em11t or tho aro•, 1ooat111g •nosy ••P- a%ld ,trc,cc po11n1. :r.
grenades, BAR, and M1 's. At this time, one of
u..
0111u1ng action led by LioutoD&At SHEDD, t - n ~ ot the .....-.
my men was hit and began sobbing, but stopped
tba entire group, -.-. killed witl>ovt lee• or azq or our -tr..,.. .&a a
reault of Li•utolllUlt S1!EDI>•1 pllant, •ll-pl--4 a.otiOD., .... -lW\1>18
as he pulled himself back over the bank. There
1.lltormation . . obtainld, BCl!l8 addrNSI th. ~ c. 8bod.4 ( ~ ) .
were a few more scattered 25 calibre rifle shots;
1132 Ste&ru Ilr1..,. 1- An l•• Calitond.a.
•
lliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiii;:;;;;;:;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ then they fired no mo re . I didn't dare enter the
village as it would have put us in the open and they under cover. They still had weapons and I thought that
some of them had undoubtedly escaped. When no more movement could be seen , we withdrew leaving a
BAR and M1 to cover us as we crossed the gulley. We captured and destroyed machine guns, mortars,
automatic rifles, rifles and carbines, pistols, quantities of food, ammuniton, and clothing . The radios will be ther
most valuable items, however. The native guide was the only man that had been hit, by a fragment from our
grenades. It was much easier going home as the trail was mostly downhill. Local natives helped us evacuate
the guide. We est. having killed or wounded 20. In returning to this area leading a larger patrol , I found the
place a nasty mess. There were two large graves. We counted 5 bodies in one and did not reach the bottom
as the dead had all been buried naked. There were no articles of equipment, etc, buried with them . We did
not not uncover the other grave. Sections of the shacks had been torn away. Surprise and correct use of our
superior weapons had caused these results. The American soldier is tops and knows his stuff.
19 Nov 44 I returned from my patrol a few hours ago. Your hubby is as tired as he has aver been in his life.
When I say the area we covered was straight up and down , I mean it. Just an hour ago, the General pinned a
medal on me - rather rushed affair. I sit here at my [typewriter] so sleepy I can hardly see what I am doing.
We got several sabers and of course I had to give my best one, which was worth plenty, to the General
(politics) ... I've got another one that has the handle shot off and I'll send that one home.

..
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Milt Shedd's WWII Letters to his Wife · 1944
(continued)

Part 7: Philosophy
The Japanese believe in their religion just as
thoroughly as the Christians do in theirs. We abhor
death and suffering [but] to suffer and die for their
Emporer is the most glorious thing that can happen
to a Japanese in the eyes of that race. They
believe in this doctrine just as absolutely as we do
in kindness and goodwill -that is something that we
Americans do not believe and cannot understand.
It is not religion itself that causes so much trouble, it
is that state of mind which refuses to accept cold
hard material facts as they exist on this earth.
When I came overseas ... I could not believe that
some Nip soldiers conduct their own public funerals
before leaving for the front in many instances their
wives committing hari-kari so no lingering
reluctance to part with their loved ones could
weaken their husbands' will to suffer and die for
their emporer. We think in terms of experiences we
have had; there are just some things we cannot
conceive of happening.
On the last patrol, we had, we killed 23 Nips.
These soldiers had been packed and ready for a
suicide mission. I found their order from their
Regimental CO. I saw it translated . It was an order
to die. It directed that every man in the entire group
must die in order to abolish the disgrace incurred
when this group had 14 men killed and then
r~treated (an unforgiveable sin in the Jap army)
when many of the men were too sick to fight. The
former Co Cmdr had written a message stating that
he did not want the men to disgrace themselves
further, so he committed suicide in order to bolster
their morale. (H is own words). I held these
documents in my hands. I took them from the dead
officer's body. I saw one Jap blow his stomach out
with a hand grenade only 10 yards from me.
It was a good thing we got them before they
started on their suicide mission . I read several
letters and direct orders concerning the necessity of
every single man dying gloriously to wipe out the
disgrace of their necessary retreat. I wish some of
the Intelligent People back home could see what
we see over here. I'd like very much to see their
reactions. I'm speaking of people who theoretically
have all the answers - politicians who have the
sure fire plans for peace and world understanding
in the future.

Part 8: Next
1Lt Shedd wrote that he was being sent to do a
task that normally was done by higher-ups.Turns
out it was escorting enemy prisoners to Australia
for de-briefing. He had a few days of leave, had
"delicious malted milks", and observed a bit of real
"civilization" before rejoining the unit. He returned
to the unit at the end of December.
Note: The Commendation letter at right contains far more
personnel than were assigned to the l&R Platoon. Don
Eichelberger's notes indicate that the l&R was reinforced for
the attack on the Japanese position.
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From the Reg't Operations Log:
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Remembering Milt Shedd (continuc<l)

NOftTH~RN SOLOMON& 1948 1944

Shirley Your effort to help document the brave deeds from our fathers who served in the 164th are
valuable indeed. I will send you a copy of the letters from Dad to Mom from 1945. Feel free to forward them
on to Dr. Shoptaugh for his book. You will probably find the information for your article in those letters as well.
As is the case with many men who served in WWII, Dad did not like to talk about the war unless it was
with one of the men he served with. He said unless you were there you could not understand and he wanted
no disrespect to come to the men who did not make it home. A comment he did make to me several times,
however, was that he felt both proud and fortunate to serve in the 164th. He said that the men from North
Dakota were extremely capable and he felt much of that was due to being raised in a non urban environment.
He said the men from ND had experience as hunters or on farms where they developed an individual
resourcefulness that came in very handy in many combat and reconnaissance situations Dad found himself in
with the others. - Bill Shedd

Photo from the Blake Kerbaugh research collection

Photo at Left: Tooter Roush, Pete Sherer, John
Landdeck, Right of sign: Chuck Walker, Milt
Shedd, & Charles Ross. The 2nd Battalion sign
was constructed in memory of Silver Star
recipient Miles Shelley, Co F, KIA Bougainville.
Comments from Chuck Walker: 1st. Lt. Pete
Sherer was one of the best. A Jap machine gun
tore up his knee. Tooter Roush left Easy during
the early Bougainville days--1 don't remember his
first name. He was a Lieutenant, as was John
Landdeck who took over Company F & was
killed in a Jap mortar barrage near Cebu City.
Addendum: LTC (ret) Charlie Ross flew to ND to attend Chuck
Walker's funeral on 7 Nov. The next day, Blake Kerbaugh (son of
Les Kerbaugh, Co E) drove him out to Bismarck to the ND Veterans
Cemetery. At supper with your Editor, Ross reviewed this draft story
and recalled a time when he and Milt went to a beach where a
number of men were swimming. They noticed a soldier taken quite
far out by the ocean tide and definitely in trouble. Shedd swam out,
calmed the soldier and towed him to shore. Ross said, "Milt was a
strong man and good swimmer. I don't think he thought he was in
any danger." The incident is also described in Shedd's letters. Ross
was wounded on Cebu and took over the l&R Platoon when he
returned to duty circa April 1945. He later took command of Co E. He
doesn't recall where Shedd was assigned after he left l&R.

Editor's comments: The excerpts on the previous pages are edited from many pages of letters. I attempted to
choose an interesting mix of observations, activity, and thoughts; I put them into "Parts" to categorize them or
follow a timeline. Thanks to Bill Shedd for permission to use his father's letters, to Blake Kerbaugh for the
photos, and Chuck Walker for the photo identifications.
14
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PFC Leighton Winkle, Co L

LEVTE 1944 194§

His memories .... as told to his grandson, Charles J. Cain

I landed in Bougainville on Christmas day 1943. We ate dinner Christmas
Eve floating on a ship somewhere in the South Pacific. That was just about the last
decent meal I would have for months. It was also the last night of peaceful sleep I
would have for over two years. If I would have known this, I guess I would have
savored the hot food and clean sheets much more than I did at the time. It didn't
take long for us to see action. The morning after landing on the beaches of
Bougainville, zeros came flying in attacking our position. I'll never forget how they
sounded like washing machines flying in through the air.
During my days there in Bougainville, I was
befriended by a man from Polk County, Missouri. His
name was Samuel Leonard Wheeler. He was a
Staff Sergeant who had fought and survived a wound
Leighton on Bougainville ~t the 'C~nal nearly six months earlier. T~o~gh I was
Just a private and he was an NCO we hit 1t off. We
were both country boys from poor towns a long way from home. He taught me
the ways of the jungle. Bougainville was a rough place to live and fight. It wasn't
uncommon for a replacement to get killed his first day out. There you had to pay
attention and learn quick. Sam was the perfect man to learn from--if Sam went in
a hole I followed in with him and if he had a plan I was ready to back his play. I
guess you could say we looked out for each other. Sam always shared his
NCO's issue with me. If we got a break off the line I'd often find half of whatever
"luxuries" Sam had been issued lying under my cot. We fought at 260, beat
McArthur to Leyte, and eventually ended up in Cebu.
.
As a part of L Company, '
Sam and I went out on patrol one Samuel L. Wheeler, Left
day on Cebu. We took out from the & unknown medic Leighton
safety of our lines headed into shared a fox hole with
unknown territory. Everyone had a
feeling that enemy soldiers were in that area but we saw no
trouble on the way out but our returning journey was a different
story. We had been cut off by a group of enemy solders much
larger than our patrol. As we collided guns started firing and
things got pretty hectic. I was moving for cover as fast as I could
go loaded down with a full bandolier. All the sudden I tripped on
something sending me face first into the ground . When I hit the
ground I heard a terrible sound, the click of an activate grenade. I
raised up and there it was- I had dislodged the pin of one of my
Leighton in front of the million dollar tree atop
own grenades during the fall. It seemed like I couldn't move fast
260. Some friends from Irvine joined him to
enough but I threw it away just before it exploded. We had to
see the place he had fought, as the news of
regroup and work our way around the enemy and back to the
260 had traveled through the ranks
safety of our lines. This day was the worst day I had in combat
because that was the day my buddy Sam was killed. He died of wounds suffered in action.
I later went to Bohol. After about 30 some odd months in combat, I had
earned enough points to get off the line and into a A friend holds a
,.
supply room on the island of Mindanao. I later ended Japanese skull.
up with same gig in Japan. I'll never forget the day I He mailed the
learned that the whole thing was over with . There was skull back to his
several of us playing volleyball when a voice came mom and when over the loud speaker letting us know that Truman she started
had dropped the bomb and the war was over. I was showing it
eventually shipped back home to my wife Dora, and around, she
my son Winfred who was born just after I was sent to nearly got him
the South Pacific. Some sixty years later, I still think court-martialed
of some of the fella's I fought along side of in the
·
1641h. I wonder about those men from time to time but not a day goes by that I don't
Current Picture of
think of Sam. I only knew him for a few years but he will always be my best friend. He
PFC Leighton Winkle was a great soldier a true American hero. I am proud to have known him and to have
had the privilege to fight along side such a great man.
The 1641h welcomes Leighton Winkle! He lives in Irvine, Kentucky. To contact him, please contact his
grandson C. J . Cain at 859-608-8842 or email cjcainguitar@yahoo.com

I
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PFC "E.J ." Cagle 1 Co E

LEVTE 1944 194§

Platoo-n· of .Co E·on Bc,u-gainville
Cagle is in the front row, 6th from the left--do you know any others?
He has always been a hero to me and our family and we would li ke to get a complete record of his awards
and medals, and maybe even find a few he was entitled to but never received. I have also found his discharge
papers including his WGO 53-55. It has lots of information but states as his wounds "none" . My Grandfather
told us he was hit by shrapnel two or three different times and was just "fixed-up" by the medics in the field and
no report was ever filed. He says as for as he knows there was no shrapnel left in the wounds. He thinks he
was hit when he was fighting in the Philippines, either while on Leyte, Negros, or Cebu. But he says that unless
you were hit bad, you just got bandaged up by the medics and went on. He says it wasn't "anything to worry
over" and he didn't want his wife to find out. He has scars on both arms and both legs that I've seen. Is there
any way he could still be awarded the Purple Heart he deserved and never received?
Although he has spoken very little of his
•, <
war time experiences, he did tell us about his
experiences in Bougainville and how the Japs
shelled them for about a hundred days straight.
Usually the shelling was at 6am and then again
at 6pm. Then the airplanes would drop bombs
on them at 1Opm and once again at 2am. He
says the Japs would drop these "Screaming
__,___._,,_-- ~- 43 Bombs" and they would make "just all kinds of
• us
?O Nov 45
noise coming down" .
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PFC "E.J." Cagle, Co E (continued)

They had dug a "Pit" bunker just outside their sleeping area and
when the shelling or bombing would start, they would all dive into it,
and that sometimes two guys would try to get thru the door at the . ,. ,
same time and end up getting stuck. They thought that was really ~;, funny.
~ii-· ·... . . .,_..,..,·
Another story he told was about the time he got stung by a · • • ··
scorpion. It seems he was sleeping one night when around 2 am, he
i~!Mi'<i...,.,...
got stung by this scorpion, right between the eyes, and by day light
his face was so swollen up that he couldn't even see! He says when
they took him to see the Doc, he heard one of the fellas ask if he was
"gonna die" and that the Doc replied, "No, but he's gonna feel like he
did!". Just a funny story he told me.
After the atomic bombs were dropped and hostilities officially
ended, he then went into occupied Japan with the 164th. He says ·
they landed in Japan on the 1st or 2nd of September, 1945, one day ·
after the Marines went in. They then went from Yokohama to Tokyo
C
dC 1
by truck and were returned to Yokohama on the 22nd of Sept. They
rane an
age
left the following day by ship headed for Washington, DC, arriving on the 21st or 22nd of October. He was then
shipped home via Camp Shelby, MS and was back in Huntsville, AL by Christmas 1945.
0

-

Top: Cagle, Coats, Crane, Benzinger, Brown
SGM (ret) Joe Castagneto lives in Alabama, so
your Editor asked if Joe would visit the Cagles
to see if he could recruit Earnest into the 164th
Association. Joe did just that, and said they
had a great visit, during which EJ recalled
Washing Machine Charlie, which flew every
night over Bougainville
from west to east to
bomb the US Marine
Airfield and
also
to
harass our troops. The
My wife and I are both nurse anesthetists and do travel
bombs were dropped in
jobs all over the southeast. I am attaching a picture of our
the valley next to Hill
immediate family taken this past Christmas. From the left
1111. The Marines kept
are me, my wife Karen , my parents, my daughter and my
their
aircraft quiet and
son , and my Grandfather and step-grandmother.
grounded until Charlie
flew over the ocean then they would launch their P-39 Night Fighter (The Black
Widow) and destroy him at sea. There was never a time the airfield was bombed or
any casualties to our troops.
The 1641h welcomes Earnest "EJ_" Cagle and his wife Mattie Lucille!
Their address is 3900 Shamrock Dr NW, Huntsville, AL 35810-4034 (256) 852-8090
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Who's Who at the 2009 Reunion
Roster of Attendees
MEMBER
Anderson, James*
Burkhart, Karl
Castagneto, Joseph
Conlon Daughters
Conrath, Caroline*
Dahl, Erlinc:i
Dahl, Francis
Drong, Pat*
Fetch, Vern
Geston, John*
Greuel, Elroy
Griffin, Tony
Hac:ien, William
Hammarc:iren, Filmore
Harstad, Darrel
Heinz, Greg*
Hesch, Duane
Hopkins, George
Kane, Milt
Kemp, Ben
Kieley, James
Kerbauc:ih Brothers
Lenzmeier, Ralph
Lokken, Dave
Lykken, Treumann
McLauc:ihlin, Tim*
Nearhood, Horace
Oehlke, Ralph
Olgeirson, Shirley J.
Olson, Vern
Olson, Vince
Pedersen, Gerald
Sanderson, Gerald
Schuldt, Al*
Schultz, Herbert
Shaver, Kenneth
Stensgard, Orlyn
Skoc:ilev, Gerald
Thomas, Stacey*

Tucker, William J
Vagle, Tom
Ventsch, Warren
Wac:iner, Bernard
Walker, Charles
Wallace, Owen
Weber, Rhiny

Wiest, Al
Winkler, Marv Ann*

SPOUSE/GUEST
Carl Vettle's nephew)

Beverly Wellentin*
Mary Lizakowski*
Ted Conrath's sister)
Jean
µoyce & Lois Riedman
Jim (photographer)
Carolyn

Wm Jr (son)
IAanes Manthev
Caryn
Linda
Fran Stroh (dau)
George Jr (son)
Janice
Mary
Blake & Keith

Jody
Pearl

Dorothv
Beth
Leila Lehman

Son of Charles)
Mary Lou Drain* (dau)
Brian Diggs (grandson)
Katrina Diggs
Baby Diaas
Diana
Brenda
Marv
Hettie

Mary Simpkins* (dau)
Frank Simpkins
Richard Wiest* (son)

UNIT
Co A*
CoG(K)
CoA(WWII)
Co B*
Co K*
CoG(Kl
CoG(K)
Conf Planner*
Svc Co
Co C*
RgtHqs(WWII)
CoG
Co B
Co L(K)
Driver
Exhibitor
CoG(Kl
Co H (WWII)
CoG(Kl
Co K
Co E *
Co B(Kl
CoG(K)
Co C (WWII)
Anti-Tank*
Co B (WWII)
Band,AntiTank
Editor
Co G (WWII)
CoG(Kl
CoG (K)
Medics (WWII)
Exhibitor
Co E (K)
Svc Co (WWII)
Co B(K)
Rec:i't Hqs (Kl
Co M*

CoM(WWII)

CoG(K)
Co A*
Co F, G (WWII)
CoE(WWII)
CoG(K)
CoG(Kl

Co H, M (WWII)
Co G (K)*

See you in Valley City
17-18-19 September 2010!
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Reunion Personalities

Above:: Jim Drong,
R: Secretary/Treasurer
Patricia Drong

• '0 /

Left: Valley
City Mayor
Mary Lou
Nielson
R: Master of
Ceremonies
wen Wallace
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2009 Reunion People & Pictures
Tim McLaughlin (r) 8 Al Schuldt are
observed by Al's exhibits as the
look at a document.

Editor Shirley
Sgt Maj Joe

Greg Heinz;
Warren Ventsch

Boys of Company M
Bill Tucker & Al Wiest

188th Army Band

Jazz Band ~

At the time of the reunion,
Ralph & Pearl Oehlke were
still living in borrowed
quarters after their farm house
was flooded last spring.
Readers might recall that ND
had records in these areas:
rainfall, freezing temps, flood
levels, & number of flood
locations statewide. Those
who attended the reunion
know that Valley City was still
recovering from massive
flood damage as well.

.J_

•

8

n

Jim Kieley, Tom Vagle, & Milt Kane share a laugh.
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Reg't Hgs: Elroy Greuel. Service Co: Ken Shaver. Company E: Chuck Walker; Anti
Nearhood. Co C: Treumann Lykken. Medic: Sandy Sanderson. Co G: Tony Griffin,\
At Right: Co H: George Hopkins

KOREAN

Gerald Skogley, Vern Fetch, Ken Shaver, Orlyn Stensgard, Ralph Lenzmeier, Herb Schultz, l\
Tom Vagle, Erling Dahl, Karl Burkhardt, Filmore Hammargren, Ben Kemp
At Right: ]

Associate Members, Significa

Top: Jim Anderson, Mary Conlin Lizakowski, Bev
Carolyn Geston, George Hopkins Jr, Fran Hopkins~
McLaughlin, Pearl Oehlke, Mary Tucker Drain, At
Other attendees Pages 18-19. Not Pictured: Stacey
20
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-Tank (& Band): Ralph Oehlke. Co A: Joe Castagneto. Co B: Bill Hagen & Horace
ern Olson, & Bernie Wagner. Co M: Bill Tucker & Al Wiest.

WAR ERA

1ilt Kane, Tony Griffin, Bernie Wagner, Dave Lokken, Francis Dahl, Vince Olson,
Duane Hesch, James Kieley, Gerald Peterson, RineyWeber
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______J

nt Others, and Friends

Conlon Wellentin, Carolyn Conrath, Joyce Dahl, Jean Dahl, Bill Hagen Jr, Linda Hesch, John &
itroh, Janice Kane, Keith Kerbaugh, Mary Kieley, Leila Lehmann, Agnes Manthey,Tim & Jody
Left: Mary Wiest Simpkins, Frank Simpkins, Richard Wiest, Mary Ann Winkler, Warren Ventsch
Thomas, Beth Peterson, Hettie Walker, Brenda Ventsch, Marilyn Skogley, Dorothy Olson
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164th Infantry Association of the United States
Minutes: Annual Meeting, Saturday, 19 Sep 09,Valley City, ND
The meeting was called to order by Pres. Wagner.
Several items were donated to the Assn. for the meeting. Merry Helm gave 2
caps and her new book "THE MAN CALLED CHIEF". Keith Kerbaugh
gave 5 blankets. Tom Vagle handed out tickets and the drawing began.
Congratulations to the winners: Caps- Ben Kemp & Pete Pederson; Book Milt Kane; Blankets - Horace Nearhood, Leila Lehman, Dick Wiest, Joyce
Dahl, and Gerald Skogley.
Pres. Wagner introduced Valley City Mayor Mary Lee Nielson. Mayor
Nielson greeted our members and spoke of how proud she is to do this. She
has a history of military service in her family.
Pres. Bernie introduced Co. G. members and thanked them for hosting the
Reunion and for all their work in getting the Reunion ready.
Shirley gave a talk on the new Shoptaugh book. He interviewed many of our
veterans for the book. Editor Shirley handed out copies of the manuscript to
those at the Reunion. More info on this will be in the News.
Chaplain Tom gave an opening prayer and led the 'Pledge of Allegiance'.
The minutes of last years meeting were in the News for all to read. Milt
Kane made a motion to accept as printed; second by Vern Fetch. Carried.
Scholarship report: No scholarships were given out this year. They have
money but no one has applied for the scholarship. There is $1743.73 in a
Money Market account and $472.41 in their checking account. More
information on how/where to apply will be in the News.
Nomination Committee: Dave Lokken gave the nominating report. He
asked that the current officers remain for the next year. Frank Dahl made that
motion with a second by Sandy Sanderson. Carried.
President-Bernie Wagner
Vice President- Dave Lokken
Sec/Treas-Patricia Drong
Time and Place Committee: 2 bids were given to the committee. Valley
City and Fargo put in bids for next years Reunion. Keith Kerbaugh spoke for
Fargo and the committee recommended we hold it again in Valley City.
(Frank Dahl made a motion that the 2010 Reunion be held in Valley City with
a second by Owen Wallace. Carried. This motion was made later in the
meeting.) The 2010 Reunion will be held in Valley City on September 17-1819, 2010.
Financial Report: The Finance Committee audited the report and Owen
Wallace gave Pat many thanks for the great job.
A motion to discharge the 3 Committees was made by Jim Kieley with a
second by Ben Kemp. Carried.
Pres. Bernie announced that Eddie Otto who has been the MC for many years
has been in the hospital and is now home and will not be able to attend this
year. Owen Wallace has agreed to take the job this year.
New Business: Dick Wiest stated that his Father Al Wiest has a picture by
W.C. Hartman and a copy of it will be in a future issue of the Newsletter.
Pres. Bernie gave a big thanks to the crew for breakfast at the Senior Center.
Unit photos will be taken at the American Legion club at the noon meal.
Pres. Wagner gave thanks to Jim and Pat Drong for the many things they have
done for the reunion. Also to the VC Times Record for the articles they have
done on the 164th before the reunion.
Vern Fetch thanked everyone for the hard work done in getting the reunion
organized.
Pres Bernie informed the group that another 164th road sign was put up in
Williston due to damage to the last one. When the signs were first designed
they had extra ones made just for this reason.
Pres. Bernie announced that there will be a band concert inside the VFW and
not in the Veterans Park as in the past due to street construction.
As there was no more business Frank Dahl made a motion with a second by
Owen Wallace to adjourn. Carried.
Patricia Drong 164th Inf Assn Secretary/Treasurer
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164TH INFANTRY

ASSOCIATION
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
FROM SEPTEMBER 2008
THRU AUGUST 2009
$24 503.26

I CERTIFY THAT THIS REPORT IS TRUE
AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY
KNOWLEDGE FOR THE PERIOD ENDING
31 AUGUST 2009
PATRICIA L. DRONG
SECRETARY/TREASURER

Scholarship Information
Applications can be requested from
the Scholarship Committee:
Warren Yentsch
Milt Kane
POBox 515
3110 li11 St S
Valley City, ND 58072

Fargo, ND 58 103

$164 Winners!!
George Isenberg WWII Co F
Treumann Lykken WWII Co C
Loren Lundberg (LM)*
(Loren donated $164 back to the Association)
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~
James E. Johnson, Co C
~
My Wartime Experiences

I have never really put to paper all of my stories from World War II. I had the
"~rivilege" of serving in G_uadalcanal with the first battle of the War initiated by the U.S. in
either theater of war, but 1t has never been easy for me to talk of my experiences. I guess
that I am now mature enough to handle the emotions that inevitably come with recalling
these experiences (I turned 90 on October 2, 2009).
I was born in Sandusky, Michigan and graduated from high school in Flint,
Michigan in 1937. After high school I did odd jobs, but in 1938 I started work at a bus and
~ruck factory with _General Motors in Pontiac, so you might wonder how I ended up fighting
in Guadalcanal with the 164th Infantry, a National Guard Unit from North Dakota. Let me
tell you: I was inducted into the Army on Aug 27, 1941 and was stationed at Fort Custer,
Ml, until September, when I was transferred by train to Camp Roberts, where I trained
with the 86th Training Battalion until Dec12, 1941, qualifying as an anti-tank gunner.
Obviously, I picked an interesting time to be getting out of Basic Training.
My first assignment after Camp Roberts was coastal defense near San Luis Obispo, Calif, where I
guarded refineries and storage tanks until March 9, 1942. One of my memories was that California can have
some pretty nasty weather and on one night I shared a pup tent with another soldier of Japanese origin while it
poured down rain . At that time we were not given much access to radios, so we didn't know what was going
on, but a bunch of us were ordered to immediately go to Fort Ord. That's where I found myself joining
Company C of the 164th Infantry, who needed support to fill their ranks. There we received complete
equipment for going overseas.
We traveled to San Francisco and loaded on the USS President Coolidge on March 18. The next day
we sailed on a 21 day cruise following a zig-zag course to Melbourne, Australia. On the President Coolidge I
was traveling with about 5,000 other troops. As big as this ship was (it was a luxury liner prior to the War), we
were stacked like sardines in a can. Even the decks were modified so that soldiers could sleep in hammocks.
The kitchens worked 24 hours a day, but there was no way that we could all be fed three meals, so we had to
be satisfied with two. I volunteered to work in the kitchens so I could get a little more food, but I still lost about
10 pounds. During the trip we were accompanied by a convoy with the Queen Elizabeth, Mariposa, and one
cruiser. We made rendezvous with an oil tanker between two islands whose location was not disclosed to us
and finally arrived in Melbourne on April 7, 1942.
We stayed in Melbourne for about a week, living on the President Coolidge and transporting cargo to
three Dutch coastal steamers that were part of the interisland commercial transport. I left for Noumea in New
Caledonia on one of these relatively small ships (MS Cremer) arriving on April 19, 1942. The voyage was
rougher than on the Coolidge and with a diet of mutton, there were a number of the fellows who spent much of
their time hanging over the rail. Upon arriving in New Caledonia, we unloaded our boats in one day and then
marched about 10 miles to our bivouac area. We stayed there in the rain for several days before moving out
about 40 miles to the Tontouta air field. It was an important time for the 164th Infantry because it was when
we became part of the America! Division
that derived its name from the phrase ..
"Americans in New Caledonia." I worked
mainly as a stevedore, loading and
unloading ships.
New Caledonia was an interesting
place. In my spare time, what little there
was, I did get to travel around a bit. I
remember being with a fellow from
Minnesota or North Dakota with the last
name of Olsen, Pete I think, but my memory
is not so good. We met a couple of local
farmers from Ireland who sold us some
pretty good whiskey. Of course at that time,
a medium quality whiskey would have tasted Company C, 164m Infantry, leaves the USS President Coolidge in
pretty good. I also met a woman who had Melbourne, Australia, April 1942 (circle around Jim Johnson - not
been a nurse in World War I and had left wearing a tie, because someone swiped his).
Photo from LIBERTY Magazine 18Jul42 issue.
France to start a farm in New Caledonia.
She was helped by a pair of Indonesian '--- -- - - -- -- -- - - - - - -- - -- - -~
indentured servants and I thought it was ironic that she would have left France after WWI only to find herself in
the middle of a war again. It was the practice of indentured servitude that impressed me. We were told that
there were about 8,000 Chinese and Javanese indentured servants on the Island, which was a practice that
stretched my imagination, but it seemed to work there. Mosquitoes were a problem in New Caledonia, but we
were lucky that they did not carry malaria, which was not the case in Guadalcanal.
(continued ... )
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Experiences: James E. Johnson, Co C (continued)
The other interesting aspect of living in New Caledonia relates to food . We were eating Army rations
out of tin cans, so any possibility to obtain fresh food was highly desirable. It turned out that an aspect of the
Island that proved to be a benefit to us was that it was overrun with deer, originally brought in for hunting in th e
last century. When we had the opportunity, we would shoot deer and whoever made the kill would get the
steaks. This meant that we occasionally had fresh venison on our table and any fresh meat was always
welcome. The two Irish farmers were not just friends because of their whiskey, but one time they sold us a
cow and we did get to eat real steak. There were some good French restaurants in town where we could buy
meals at a pretty good price. I remember going there where we would not just order one steak dinner, but we
would order two! One time the Army did get in a shipment of fresh eggs that we served to the whole Regiment.
I volunteered to cook eggs in the kitchen and maybe I got a couple more that the rest of the men. I think I did
manage to gain back some of the weight I lost on the trip to New Caledonia, but it was an effort.
We stayed in New Caledonia until we left for Guadalcanal on October 9 where our basic mission was
to support the marines and especially protect the air strip known as Henderson Field. For the transport to
~ Guadalcanal, there were two troop transports, the Mccawley and
l the Zeilin, escorted by about 14 warships, including two
battleships. One thing I remember from the trip to Guadalcanal is
that the Navy did manage to feed us pretty well. We even had ice
cream and pie, a big improvement over the travel on the USS
President Coolidge, and the accommodations were far superior
as well. The Navy took good care of us! The transports stopped
off of Lunga Point and we made a landing at Kukum Beach,
Guadalcanal after a four day trip at about 6:00 AM on October 13 .
.__ _..___,__ - ~ _];IL....C...-.::!11.......,
We managed to unload the cargo from the ships in about eight
Johnson, center, & 2 budd ies at Camp Roberts hours after the troops made it ashore, but not without incident.
We had our first casualties when about 30 Japanese bombers escorted by fighter planes attacked at
about noon and several of our men were killed when bombs fell in our midst. The wounded were loaded back
on the transports. The bombers did not attack the ships in the harbor, as their target was Henderson Field .
Also, the ships had dispersed in the harbor so as not to make a stationary target. As soon as the bombers left,
the ships came in close to shore and the unloading started all over again. The enemy returned and bombed
the area from aircraft at about 3:00 PM; the target again was the airport and there were no further casualties
and very little damage. This was also about when we had completed unloading our supplies and the transport
ships and support vessels departed for safer waters. That was our first day. Now we had to face the night!
The evening of October 13 began with Japanese artillery that opened fire on us and we moved out from
under the cover of darkness to another bivouac area. That night was about the most nerve wracking night I
spent on the Island. Two Japanese battleships came into the harbor and shelled us continuously for about six
solid hours. The skies were lit up like day at times by starshells and parachute flares dropped by Japanese
reconnaissance planes. The ground would shake like a bowl of jelly whenever one of the 14-inch shells from
one of the battleships would land nearby. We were a happy bunch of boys when daylight finally rolled around.
We moved out the next day to the Ten a ru River where (iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
H,ADQUAilTERS
we relieved a group of Marines. We stayed there for ten
US!SINZ AND SERVICE COoMAND
A.r.o. 715
days before seeing any land action, but we went through
De ce.<nbe r 26 , 1942.
about 30 air raids, were strafed by zeros five times, and
were shelled from the sea six times. During that time we GENE-llAL oRoERs J
also sent patrols into enemy territory every day. We Nu,.1Brn
4 )
frequently encountered Japanese stragglers who were
disposed of and one time we found a Japanese pilot who
1. Under the provisions of AR 600-45, and pursua nt to authority
contained in Radiogrra"l, .:·far DepartT!lent, dat ed Dece~b-~r J, 1942, the Purple
had been shot down. He refused to surrender and we Heart
is awarded the followin g named per sonnel for wound s received in action
did what we were trained to do and he is buried on the against the enemy on dates indi cated :
beach at Guadalcanal. I acquired a heavily autographed
HARRY RAT!OND T~ BORG, 0- 332190 , '.fa jor, 164th I nfant ry
November 21; 1942
Japanese flag from the back pocket of one of the
FRED :EUG ZNE GILLEN, 0- 1697982:, 2d Lt., Co nc 182nd Infantry
Nove1Y1ber JO , 1942
Japanese casua lties and I also found a lot of Japanese
NELSON ( Jlf..IT) LSVI, 0- 433011,· 2d Lt ., 26th Bombard,":lent Sauadron
October 18, 1942
photographs, including when they posed with blond
Paul IJQ.];'ton P i ~ , 20103910 , · S/Sgt,, 182nd Infantry
women they had captured - I am guessing Dutch .
November 30, 1942
Stanton 3FL.'11Hel Robinson, 2071C732, Cpl., 164.th Infantry
The memory that strikes me was how unprepared
No...-cnbc_· 27, · l 942
=:::::::::::>- J;_uncs :C,· ..e st J,:L:r$m~, J 612685?, Pvt lcl., 164th Infantry
we were for war at that time. None of us were trained for
November 22, 1942
§_~~1!.l.Jl~..!-_s ~~' 3?028285 , Pvt. lcl., Co Gu 164th Infantry
jungle fighting. Much of the time we were on emergency
November 10 J · 1942
T:1.rf!11Me_J os0nh Pfaff, 20?11300 J Pvt lcl., Co Gn 164th Infantry
rations and needed to be supplemented by captured
NoveM.ber 10, 1942
Harold Ern e st. Weiand, J?0';,1 264 . Co M 164th I nfant ry
Japanese rice. We were shelled from Imperial Japanese
Novembe r 1, 1942
ships offshore and Japanese planes flew overhead from
Herbert ?uaene sw~11., 360342?5, Pvt., Co E 164th Infantry
l'<overnber 27, '1942
our entrenched positions, there wasn't much we could do
'3runo Hemy Turvn s ki, 36108287 .• Pvt., Co B 1 64th Infantry
October 22, 1942
about it. We didn't have enough equipment or supplies.
1
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Experiences: James E. Johnson, Co C (continued)

GUADALCANAL 1942 1943

. On Octob~r 24, portions of the J64th ~nfantry (not mine) supported the marines who were fighting
numerically superior forces at the Matamkau River. The battle lasted two days and three nights and when the
smoke cleared 1,700 Japanese soldiers lay dead in front of the army positions. My responsibilities continued
to be leading scouting patrols primarily between Henderson Field and the coast, but I was able to see and
hear a lot going on around me. In particular, on October 26 there was a big fight between Japanese and U.S.
planes. Coconut trees obscured a perfect view, but I could see the American planes shooting down more
Japanese planes than vice versa. I know we won that air battle, but it was a difficult victory, because
afterwards we had very few operating aircraft and we also lost two ships .
. In Novembe:, my m~in miss1on in Guadalcanal was to be a scout with a reconnaissance patrol doing
front-line duty heading the infantry 1n a push to Kokumbona, nine miles west of the airfield. The push was
difficult, because the Japanese were well entrenched and concealed. We were all affected by the difficulties of
traversing the difficult terrain of jungle and ridges and extreme heat and we were not always properly supplied
with food and water. Malaria and dysentery were widespread. At that point my recollection is that if we
counted the number of dead, wounded and sick from the 164th, the total was greater than the number of
soldiers. In other words, for there to be that many soldiers on the list they had to be counted twice. If you were
wounded, you were probably also sick. I was no exception.
···
·
My military career basically ended on November 22, 1942
with a Japanese bullet. The event that earned me a Purple
Heart happened at a time when there was no fighting going
on. I didn't hear any shots - it was a single bullet from a
sniper.
I guess I stood up when I should have been
crouching down. I was transported to a field hospital that was
basically a bunker excavated into the ground covered by
camouflage . The medical service was very efficient. If you
were sick, you were quickly shipped of to the New Hebrides
Islands for recovery.
The bullet shattered my pelvis, causing a shard of
bone to puncture my bladder, and lodge in my leg. I received
surgery at the field hospital to repair my bladder and I had
two blood transfusions. The field hospital doctors told me
about the bullet and that it was going to stay there with no risk
of it causing further injury. Today, young doctors see the
I wan t ·t1 Jim Johnson
displaysr a captured
flag in
bu II et w hen I have an X -ray an d wan t t o k now 'f
I
. th h Japanese
·t 1
1943 h"II
removed! I was flown to the Island of Espiritu Santo in the
w e recupera mg in e asp, a·
New Hebrides group of islands where I was put into a cast from my waist to both knees so my pelvis could
heal. I then transferred to Wellington, New Zealand on a hospital ship where I convalesced for several days
before being sent by train to Auckland, where I was supposed to get on another ship to go back to the U.S.
The problem was I was too big to fit through the doors of the ships going home so I spent Christmas in
Auckland. After New Years, they took the cast off of my right leg so I was able to fit on a ship for the threeweek trip to San Francisco. I was transferred to another hospital by ambulance, spent more time there and
finally took the long train ride to Indianapolis where I ended up recuperating at Fort Harrison.
My mother and older sister managed to make the drive from Flint, Michigan to Indianapolis to visit me,
which was not easy for them because of the requirements for gas rationing. I had the cast on until about May
or June 1943 after which I did some light work at the hospital. They did give me a short leave; I hitchhiked
home, much to the detriment of my soft feet that did not stay very tough during my hospitalization. I don't
remember myself, but my Mother told my oldest son that it took me a long time before I could eat a full meal
after arriving home and that she was preparing many meals a day for me until I could get my strength back. I
was given an honorable discharge in September 1943. That was it for my military career.
My brother Gilbert was in the Navy at the time when I was wounded in
Guadalcanal. He received a letter from Mom when he was passing through the Panama
Canal where she thought I had been shot seven times and she didn't think I was going to
make it. It was pretty bad, but it wasn't that bad, fortunately. Gil didn't find out that I had
survived for another three months. After my discharge, Guadalcanal still affected me,
as I came down with malaria about a year after returning to the United States.
Fortunately, I was able to recognize it for what it was and the doctors gave me an
appropriate treatment. I was very lucky that the malaria never came back.
I studied industrial engineering at the General Motors Institute and worked with an
aircraft engine plant in New York, designed V-8 plants in Michigan & Mexico, a diesel
, engine plant in Argentina, and was manufacturing manager in Iran before retiring in 1979.

My son found your Editor on the internet, and I am glad to make contact with the 164t1
after all these years! James E. Johnson, Co C, 2453 N. Lakeview Dr, Sanford, MI 48657
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Andy Hiebert, Co C, 60mm Mortar Platoon
=

~

, FfORflll:R~N S 1948 1944

l£'fl[ 1!M4 1945

Editor: I heard that a 1641h veteran lived in the Walhalla area, which is near my family farm,
so I made it my mission to track him down. He had just gotten out of the hospital, recovering
from pneumonia and a stomach ulcer that required transfusions. I arrived unannounced and
introduced myself He told me about mortar operations as if he'd been on the range just
yesterday. We looked through the unit photos from last year's reunion, and he said, ''There 's
Treumann Lykken, my best mortarman!" I was impressed with his detailed memories.

Hiebert: I was drafted and went to Ft Snelling in March 41 and
joined up with the 1641h at Camp Claiborne for basic training. Half
the guys could to home at Thanksgiving; the other half would get to
go at Christmas. I didn't have enough money to go at Thanksgiving.
The Japs bombed Pearl Harbor, so I didn't get to go home for
Christmas either.
We were put on Alert and waited 13 days for transportation to
:
. ,
the west coast so meet another outfit and go overseas. We were 8
, r..,, ;/ / '-days late and missed the first convoy. Stayed at Cow Palace in San Francisco, walking about - -- • ~! ~'
6 miles a day patrolling the docks where the submarines were docked. I was one of 7 men
· · '··sent to American Falls, ID, to guard the dam. We slept in boxcars until they built a new
double garage below the dam at the power plant. Then we got the notice to go back to San Francisco
immediately. We boarded the USS Coolidge and sailed to the Australian Harbor, then on to New Caledonia
where the America! Division was formed using the 164th, the 132nd Regiment out of Chicago, and the 182nd out
of Boston.
The M2 60 mm mortar was a
I was in a 16 man mortar section that had 60 mm mortars. I
smooth
bore, muzzle loading,
was made Staff Sergeant aboard ship. The 60mm shells are about 8high angle-fire weapon
9" long with a fin on the bottom. There's a cap (cartridge) in there that
Weight: 42 pounds (Baseplate-13 lbs,
fires the mortar. Powder in "increment" packets is fitted into the fins to
Bipod-1 6 lbs, Barrel-13 lbs)
increase the range. For max range, you need 4 increments; for very
Effective
rate
of fire: 18 rpm
short range, none at all. The Japs had a 90mm mortar, so we were
Maximum
rate
of fire: 30-35 rpm
always out-ranged. Even our 81 mm mortars were out-ranged by close
to a thousand yards or so. [Editor: Andy was right! The 90mm mortar Minimum range: 100 yards
Maximum effective range: 1000 yards
had a max range of 4, 156 yards, compared to 3,290 for the 81 mm.]
Maximum range: 2000 yards
We were sent to Guadalcanal and over the months "got things
www.ww2gyrene.org/equipment.htm
quieted down". In addition to combat, we lost a couple of guys when
coconuts f e II from the trees- th at sp Iits a head wide open. We bu iIt l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l
roofs to protect ourselves after that. I got shrapnel in my legs at Guadalcanal, but ever lost any time - you just
kept going with little stuff like that. I received a Purple Heart. Lt. General Vandegrift, the Marine Commander,
wanted to take the 1641h with him when they left Guadalcanal. The 1641h and the America! went to Fiji, then
went to Bougainville and "got everything under control there".
We left Bougainville on a naval convoy. On the radio, Tokyo Rose said "Welcome, America/ Division,
to the Philippines". We sat in a harbor for a few days, then hit Leyte to back up the units that were there. It
was a lot of tough work. Then they sent us over to another island--Cebu.
Our objective was some big hills about 3 miles away. A Company was on the left flank, Company C in
the middle, and B Company on right flank. C & A took the objective; B Co got stalled by a dug in
emplacement and couldn't get close enough to blow the place up. The Co C commander was on the hill 50
feet above and they attacked us from the right. The Company Commander got 3-4 slugs through the legs. I
was 50 feet away with the mortar squad. One bullet tore my canteen off my pistol belt and the handle was
blown off my shovel. Three
From the 164 Journal .
bullets in my pack missed
Duri.o,g den:nosa, on , l3-l4. April, tu ~ 11D ecSftJl.004
eo-:u:!'04 tMp me altogether. But I did get
lino in Tioini\J ot (23.0-~.2). eo B drew apc,1'04to aacb.1.ao 8114 ~ hit, above the pistol belt,
tl:ro on Uio mornfn8 -d 1' Apt-11, ilhidb XIA two Adil a1l4 II.& 1;.o moo. OD o
and the slug came out
bed o,no otfioor end pne onl1.eto4 aea ,rn in aa ettohoOll etteu oa • J't4aO
through the lung on the left
tho nobit. or 23.~.o .
side of my chest. One
l!!!!!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ !!!!!!!!!!~ !!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l mo rta rm an
who
d id n't
make expert was automatically made runner, a kid from Cincinnati - he's the one who dragged me down to the
creek and the medics. I got doctored up, and after a couple of weeks in the field hospital, got loaded on a
plane to fly back to the states. That is, until an Army officer with higher priority boarded the plane. I came to
the US on a hospital ship and stayed at Baxter General Hospital, Spokane, Wash , for 7 months, then got a
train ticket home to the family farm in Walhalla , ND, area.
Andy Hiebert, 500 Delano Ave, Walhalla, ND 58282
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60mm & 81mm Mortars - WWII
The 60mm M49A2 HE round used in the M2 Mortar weighed 3 pounds, with a
maximum range of 2000 yards, although accuracy diminished at ranges over 1000.
While having less power than the 81 mm mortar, the 60mm was easy to transport
and could be brought into action quickly, which was its prime asset. The 60mm M2
was a versatile & reliable performer and was a key infantry weapon during WW II.
The 81mm M43A1 HE Round is the smallest of the high explosive shells made
for the M1 81 mm Mortar. It weighed 6.9 pounds and had a maximum range of
3,290 yards. The heaviest of the 81mm types was the M56, weighing 15 lbs with a
maximum range of 1,300 yards. There was also M45 10.6 pound round. White
Phosphorus and Illumination rounds were also made for each caliber.
The round needs to be of a precise diameter for proper function with a large
enough an air gap to allow the shell to easily slide down the tube. Something is
needed to seal that gap, when the round fires, for maximum performance. The
"bourrelet" feature provides the necessary gas seal. The bourrelet is a series of
grooves machined into the wall of the shell body. When the high pressure
propellant gas begins to pass between those grooves and the inner wall of the
tube, air turbulence is created forming an effective gas-check. Without this feature,
range would be significantly reduced due to lost pressure.

:M49A2

On both the 60 & 81 mm, four small bags of
propellant ("increments") were fixed to the fin
assembly using spring clips. Those bags, left
attached or removed individually, gave basic
range control. Changing the inclination of the
mortar tube provided fine adjustment. An
ignition cartridge screws into the tail fin
assembly. When the round is dropped into the
tube, it hits a firing pin at the bottom which fires
the cartridge, forcing flame out the holes in the
tail fin assembly, igniting the propellant bags.
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At left is the primer for the 81 mm round. In the middle is a
12ga shotgun shell for comparison. The 3rd item is a 60mm
round with its cartridge. The paper cartridge is a separate unit
which presses onto the primer base. (Of course the ignition
cartridge contains powder only}

Cupyriyhl
Sketch by Edward A Strazdesi Sr.
. during mortar training in 1944.
He served in Company C,
56th Armored Infantry Bn,
12th Armored Division in
the European Theatre.
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The M52B1
PD fuze is the
same for both
the 60mm &
81mm HE
rounds . The
81mm shell
has an
adapter ring
used to mate
the fuze.
The rounds
were packed
in their
shipping tubes
ready to use.

Special thanks to Ed Strazdes for granting
permission to the News to use the photos and
text from his website and his father' s notes for
this informative page.
www .inert-ord.net/usa03a/usa5/608 1/60mm.html
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A ROOKIE'S ADVENTURES WITH THE 81 MILLIMETER MORTAR
By Richard Stevens, Colonel, U.S. Army Retired -- Then Corporal, Company M, 164th Infantry
When, in May 1939, I enlisted as a private in my small hometown's unit of the Kansas
National Guard's 137th Infantry Regiment, I was just sixteen. A dollar and a quarter a week
was big time money. A bit less than three years later, when circumstances put me in M/164, I
found that many of my new North Dakota comrades had similar stories. Farm states, the Great
Depression, the National Guard.
Kansas's own Company M, 137th Infantry was a heavy weapons company. In 1939
there were only two under-strength platoons, both equipped with caliber .30 water-cooled
heavy machine guns. Later on, a weaponless 81 millimeter mortar platoon was added. In the Minnesota
maneuvers of 1940 its 4 mortars were simulated, wooden. But by the time of the 1941 Louisiana maneuvers
our M/137 mortar guys were equipped with 2!Ctual weapons. I remember our own machine-gunner reactions:
Willy: Hmm. Whadaya think about those things?
Joe: I sure wouldn't wanna carry that heavy stuff. Base plate? Tube? Who carries th' ammo?
But we MGers had our own concerns. By Louisiana, I'd graduated from carrying that miserable tripod
on my skinny/bony shoulders, to toting the gun, to being an unencumbered squad leader - - a school trained
instructor, a qualified shooter. And by then every squad had a 3/4 ton truck, with trailer, to tote with. The
Mobile Infantry? Who thought about The Jungle then?
Post Pearl Harbor. As with the 164th, the 137th was rushed to California - - first to Fort Ord; then to
the San Francisco Cow Palace; then M/137 to Marysville, Cal, to guard wooden railroad trestles over two rivers
and Japanese-operated truck farms. While engaged in a bit of off-duty high jinks I was unfortunately observed
by an unamused C.O. An hour later, only a faint image remained where Corporal's stripes had once reposed.
But shortly a levy came for M/137 to transfer sixteen enlisted men to M/164. The NCOs who were
provided included some of our best; the privates included me. But like Brer Rabbit and his cabbage patch, I'd
been thrown into the best of all possible worlds. Some of M/164's "odd" Corporals positions still were vacant - I became a machine gun platoon's "Agent and Instrument Corporal" - - an indirect fire observer/fire direction
specialist (a WWI tactic virtually impossible to employ in jungle warfare). My boss from M/137 had come
along, surely one of the best heavy machine gun section leaders in the Army, Sergeant James Frank
Donham. Later in 1942 J. Frank Donham was to emerge a Second Lieutenant from that mini-OCS on New
Caledonia, post-WWII as an oil company executive. Perhaps he recommended me to re-sew on a pair of
stripes; someone did. And fifty-four surely beat twenty-one ($).
Over time, all of M/164's functionless two-stripe odd-jobbers were attritioned into squads. I was to be
the last. Instead, on the Canal I was an "oddsbody" -part-time litter bearer, ammo carrier, machine gunner,
etc. On the defensive I always dug a two-man front line foxhole with M/164's largest man, machine gun squad
leader Big Ben (6'5", 260 lbs) (Corporal Benjamin ?). Even tempered, Vermonter "Silent Ben" seldom spoke,
never raised his voice, managed a good squad. I could, a skinny 6'4", almost match his reach. Our foxholes
displaced plenty of debris.
My "chance" finally came on Fiji. By then all Infantry squad leaders were authorized to be Staff
Sergeants, heavy weapons gunners were Corporals. The First Sergeant called me in; mortar squad leader
ii Joe Michalski had agreed to accept me as his gunner, case closed. Joe and I knew each other
slightly. I knew nothing beyond visual sightings about the 81 millimeter mortar. (Note: Joseph
Michalski, Oslo, Minn, was a member of M/164 when the Regiment was federalized in early 1941 ).
• ' 1 "M" Company's mortar platoon was renowned for having fired 1200 rounds from its four tubes on the
~ -,... first night of the Battle for Henderson
Field. Later, beyond the Matanikau, one From LTC Samuel Bag lien's Guadalcanal Diary:
of these mortars had been destroyed by the Dec 2, 1942. To hell with staying at the CP. I made an
detonation of a round in its tube. Pv[]t Murray inspection of the lines throughout the Second Battalion from
Velkoff was fatally injured, two others were the Point Cruz area to the ridge .... All battalions were busy
destroying Jap positions with mortar and artillery fire. Their MG
wounded. This I did know.
positions are built out of coral rock and you have to use
First off, the Mortar Platoon leader loaned something to blast them out. The 81 heavy seems to be the
me his 81 MM mortar Army Field manual to study best bet. The following men were killed today: Private Murray
(one of two in the company). Joe worked with me Velkoff, Company "M" & Pfc Omar A. Young, Company "M".
a bit; I practiced on my own. Was I ready? We
soon found out.
For the first several months in Fiji, M/164 (perhaps the entire 3rd Battalion?) remained in camp not far
from the capital, Suva. Finally in early fall we were trucked around our island's (Vita Levu) west side to near
Singatoka for some field work. One of the 3rd Battalion's activities there was a demonstration of an Infantry
rifle platoon in an attack on a pillbox. Uninvolved battalion members would observe. One of M/164's mortars
was to fire a smoke screen to blind the pillbox occupants - - Joe Michalski's mortar was selected. We set up
conventionally and, under direction of our platoon leader, fired a registering round - - my first. A correction
came. The range was just right, but the round had landed about ten yards to the right of the pillbox. I set a
change into the sight, traversed back to the base stake. But no confirming round was ordered.
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Finally the attack was ready and we were ordered to fire a number of rounds (how many?) of smoke.
Mission con:ipleted, my first li_ve r:nission. ! then silently reviewed to myself all that I'd done. And realized to my
horror t~at I d _set the correction into the sight backwards. So that instead of our smoke landing directly in front
of the pillbox, 1t surely must have detonated twenty yards to its right. But I didn't tell Joe then.
.
Now the Battalion Commander was to make an after-action critique before the assembled battalion - which we were summoned to attend. Where, in part, he singled out the perfection of "M" Company's smoke
screen. The rounds had landed to the right of the pillbox; the wind had borne their smoke directly across the
front of the target. One of us immediately said a silent prayer - - of humble gratitude and repentance. And Joe
looked at me somewhat puzzled.
.
December 1~43. On to Bougainville and its solid two-Army divisions (America!, 37th) semi-oval
perimeter defense line, ocean shore to ocean shore. 31164 was on the highest American ground, a long
slender ridge in its center, left flank tied in with the 37th Division's rightmost element. There was a similar,
slightly higher ridge to our front (Hill 1111, perhaps 1500 yards
away?), a deep, heavily-jungled ravine in between. Surely no
commander would ever attack frontally in either direction. So 31164
was largely a bystander when the Japanese attacks of March 1944
were fought off. 21164 was to mainly "carry the Regiment's ball".
Our Ml164 mortar platoon, on the jungled reverse slope of
our ridge, fired only one round in the entire battle. And, by chance,
my squad (Joe was gone, I was acting leader) was chosen to fire it.
A registering shot, range not to exceed 600 yards, a high explosive
round. But golly, we knew that the Japs were in some force on that
hill over there. And surely no one on our side could ever perceive
where, in all of that dense jungle, the round actually landed. So
alone at the gun, I elevated it to fire at maximum range and left all of
its propelling increments in place. And fired on command. We all
could hear the ensuing explosion but no one ever saw a thing. Did
our round hit somewhe·re on the enemy's hill?
Well, early next morning the Japanese opened fire with an
intense
artillery barrage - - guns of various caliber - - many
,, m,lli MO"'TAlt,, Ml, ,IN RRINO ·ros.rr10N,
emplaced
on yonder hill - - well over 31164 - - targets all over the
WITH SHB.lS, M4-3 A,MD MS6
rear areas - - reported to have been hit with "uncanny accuracy."
But a single round - - just one - - of small caliber - - came flying over
The Ml 81mm Mortar was a
our ridge - - directly over Ml164's mortars - - to detonate about thirty
smoothbore, high-angle fire,
yards downslope. Perhaps an "M" Company mortar (with
muzzle loading weapon.
"uncanny accuracy"?) had drawn some blood over there? (Note:
Weight: 136 pounds
years later, reading an account of this battle, I learned that my
Length of tube: 49.5 inches
frivolous act had violated reasoned, intelligence-related orders from
Elevation: 40 to 80 degrees
the highest island tactical headquarters which restricted the actions
Rate of fire (normal): 18 rpm
of
U.S. artillery (and mortars?) prior to the Japanese attack).
Rate of fire(max):30-35 rpm
But the very next round fired by an Ml164 mortar, perhaps 2Range: 100 to 3,290 yards
3 months later, had !IlY name on it. In preparation for possible
www.ww2gyrene.org/equipment.htm
employment in the March battle, the Ml164 mortar platoon had
unpacked a quantity of mortar rounds and placed them in our improvised racks. But fired none. Now
permission was obtained to use these in an informal target practice. A portion of the then dry, rocky streambed
of the Torakina River - - where some target observation was possible - - was designated as our "range".
Another EM and myself were sent forward on the line mortar-target to act as observers.
The very first round, a high explosive round, landed on the rocky surface just beside my left heel. And
failed to detonate (friendly fire?) The "observers" made a hasty report with some urgency, and were quickly
recalled . Range firing continued, unobserved. Most of the rounds detonated, some didn't. Russian Roulette?
In the ensuing months on Bougainville, Ml164 fired only some harassing mortar fire on trail block
operations. I lasted only a month or so on Leyte before mine was one of two names drawn in an Ml164
monthly rotation lottery. By then I was a mortar vet and a Staff Sergeant. Once, on Leyte, a smoke round
blooped out of our tube in a gentle arch, landing about twenty feet in front of the gun - - but failing to detonate.
I still had the pull ring of the safety pin around a finger, so walked forward, picked up the round, reinserted the
pin in place. Confidence? Or what? (How did we dispose of that round , I wonder?)
That was to be the last of my 81 Millimeter Mortar "adventures" - - forever. But being Joe Michalski's
gunner - - and successor - - hadn't been so bad after all. All in the day's work in that memorable Ml164 - - of
long ago and far away.
Editor: Col (ret) Richard Stevens lives in St. Louis, KY.
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Shaver is survivor of famed battle
on Guadalcanal during WWII
BY RICHARD PETERSON freorinted with oermission)
Veterans Day was established so Americans can pay
respect to the veterans whose service has kept our nation
free. Some did more than others and some gave everything.
In addition to the men on the front lines there were others
who provided them with necessary supplies such as food,
clothing and ammunition. Benson County native Kenneth
Shaver, who now lives in Devils Lake, was one of those. He
was a member of the famed North Dakota National Guard
164th Infantry Regiment which distinguished itself on
Guadalcanal and Bougainville in the South Pacific during
World War 11.
~ . 11
Shaver, who [was] 90 on June 18, is a hale and hearty
.
fellow
with a strong voice who doesn't give a hint of his age.
1
,
He lives by himself in a small and comfortable home in Devils
,
·V
Lake and keeps himself busy with his hobby of leatherwork.
Master Sergeant Kennet~ Sh_
aver about_1952
He was born a few miles west of Esmond and his family
and at the 2009 Reunion in Vallev Citv
later moved into Esmond. After he finished the first grade in
Esmond, his mother died and he went to live with an uncle in Iowa. He and an older brother returned to
Esmond and he finished the third grade there. His father became the Benson County Highway Superintendent
and Ken attended the 4th through 8th grade at Minnewaukan. Then his father bought 40 acres south of Devils
Lake and he attended two years of high school in Devils Lake. "After that I went to work for farmers in the area
and that was the end of my education," he recalls.
At the age of 22, he joined the National Guard in 1941 and went to Louisiana for basic training. "We left
Camp Grafton and drove trucks without heaters to Louisiana. It was 15 below when we left. That was one cold
trip until we got to Missouri," he says. They slept in schoolhouses and armories on the way. The trucks had to
be started several times at night so they would be ready to go in the morning. At that time the 164th had
approximately 1,800 personnel. Full strength was about 4,000 personnel. "I don't think we ever got to full
strength," Shaver says.
On Dec. 7, 1941 the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor. The very next day the 164th headed out for the
West Coast. They spent five or six days at the Cow Palace in San Francisco, Calif. and then were spread all
along the northern border to guard critical bridges and other infrastructure from Montana to the state of
Washington. In April the 164th was regrouped in California and loaded onto a steamship, the President
Coolidge, bound for Australia. They spent five days in Australia before embarking on three Dutch boats which
had previously been livestock carriers. These carriers took them to New Caledonia and from there they landed
on Guadalcanal October 13, 1942. Guadalcanal had been taken by the 1st Marine Division and the 164th
was sent to reinforce the Marines because the
Japanese had landed on the island and were
desperately trying to retake it. The battle was
Monday, Oct. 05, 1942
already underway when the 164th landed.
Included in the battle were rifles, snipers, antiaircraft guns, mortars, artillery, fighter planes, The U.S. forces that had taken over the South Seas
bombers and big guns of the ships on both sides.
island were in a hurry. An airfield had to be built and
The very day the 164th landed, Henderson there was a lot of work to do. Native labor on the island
Field, the airstrip on the island, was bombed by was short. So Captain Martin Teem sent a sergeant of
Japanese planes and the 164th suffered its first Massachusetts infantry to a nearby island to round up
casualty. Henderson Field, the airstrip, was help. When the sergeant landed, the natives, attired in
considered crucial to the war effort, so the loincloths and belts of coconut husks, were in the midst
Japanese bombed it on almost a daily basis. The of a happy community feast. Main dish: the ten wives of a
bomb craters were simply filled in after each neighboring tribe's chief. The sergeant waited around
bombing raid and the airstrip resumed operation.
until the barbecue was over. Then he had no trouble
After the war was over Shaver read an article getting his recruits. The islanders had heard of the good
in Time Magazine that told of men of the 164th wages and good treatment which other natives had
going to a small island about 35 miles from received from U.S. troops. Back to the Captain went the
Guadalcanal to recruit laborers to fill in the bomb sergeant to report. Explained Captain Teems to his
craters. The men sent there came across natives nervous soldiers: "They only eat each other."
having a feast. The natives were willing to come to
do the work, but only after they had finished their Editor: There was a photo of the 10 wives in the original article.
feast, which consisted of 10 wives of a vanquished The copy o( a copy I recei'!ed ~as unfortunately not p~intable.
rival chieftain. [Time article at right]

TIME

World: Something they Ate
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Shaver was the regimental ammunition sergeant, so it was his job to see to it the soldiers got the
ammunition they needed. "That first month they bombed and strafed us during the day with their airplanes and
at night the artillery let loose on us," Shaver remembers. No place was safe. Certainly not in an area where
ammunition was stockpiled and bombs were falling. In fact, his immediate superior, Captain George R.
Newgard, the regimental munitions officer, was killed when a bomb struck him three days after they landed on
Guadalcanal. Shaver said the 164th had brought a lot of ammunition with them when they landed and there
was never a shortage of ammunition, except in small pockets for brief periods of time.
By the time the Japanese were cleared off Guadalcanal in February of 1943, the 164th suffered 150
officers and men killed, 360 wounded and 853 were
evacuated. That was the toll from only one battle of the
war. During WWI I the 164th spent nearly 600 days in
combat and 325 men were killed in action, while 1,192
were wounded. The Japanese fared far worse. Their dead
--Shaver
numbered in the many thousands and they were buried in
mass graves.
The 164th Infantry was given the nickname "The
164th Marines" for their bitter fight against the Japanese in the Battle for Henderson Field and the Battle of
the Matanikau on the island and was the first US Army unit to take offensive action during World War II.
When the fighting ended most of the soldiers had lost about 20 pounds and many suffered from malaria.
During the fighting only those with temperatures above 101 degrees were relieved of combat duty. When the
fighting was done there, Shaver was sent to the Fiji Islands. By that time he was the regimental supply
sergeant, responsible for more than just ammunition.
He noticed big piles of lumber on the beaches. He found out the lumber was placed
between 55-gallon barrels of gasoline in the holds of ships and the lumber was simply
discarded when the ships discharged their cargo. Shaver made a small boat out of the
lumber. With a native of the Fijis he went out in the bay and threw dynamite in the water.
This stunned fish, which were scooped up and put on hooks and thrown out as shark bait.
The sharks were used to bombs going off in the water and they knew there would be
stunned fish, so they came to investigate. When a shark bit at one of the fish on the
hooks everybody braced for a ride because the shark would pull the little boat in all
directions. "That was good fishing," Shaver said.
The 164th proceeded to mop up various islands from Bougainville northeast to the
Philippines. When he reached the Philippines,
Shaver was notified he was being rotated to the US.
That was good news for him because the 164th was
suspenders
scheduled to be included in the invasion of Japan.
[As he was on his] way home the atomic bombs were dropped on Japan
and the war ended. A week after landing on US soil, Shaver was a
civilian, but only temporarily.
After the war he again joined the National Guard and was called up
during the Korean War. He spent a year at Camp Rucker, Alabama, as
part of the Army's training cadre before being discharged as a master
sergeant in 1952.
When he returned to Devils Lake he went to work as a plumber. He
went on to a plumbing job in Grand Forks and got into pipefitting. He was
a pipefitter at powerhouses, refineries, paper mills and other industrial
sites from North Dakota to the West Coast and Minnesota and South
Dakota. He worked on the many missile sites when they were installed in
North Dakota. He retired at the age of 65 and returned to Devils Lake. He
lived in Wisconsin until his wife, June (Petersen) died in 1999. He lived
with a son in Minneapolis, Minn. until returning to Devils Lake in 2005. Ken Shaver relaxes in his easy chair
His wife was also a Benson County native, having lived in Mission with a book of clippings about WWII
Township before her marriage. They had four sons and a daughter. He
has nine grandchildren.
When asked if he ever thought while he was on Guadalcanal that he would have nine grandchildren, he
replied, "No. At the time I didn't think I was going to come out of the war alive."
But he did, along with quite a few other veterans. One other Benson County veteran of the Battle for
Henderson Field is Hank Violett of Leeds [recently of Inman, South Carolina]. There may be others, but Violett
is the only one Shaver knows about.
Today Shaver lives a relatively quiet life, unlike his military experiences which were dominated by bombs
and artillery shells.

"At the time, I didn't think
I was going to come out
of the war alive."
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The Longest Day

By Ron Martin* son of Vernon C. Martin, Co G

"Glauben Sie mir, meine Herren, die ersten vierundzwanzig Stunden dieser Invasion werden entscheidend
sein! Das wird tar die Alliierten, aber auch tar die Deutschen, der langste Tag werden - der tangste Tag."
("Believe me, gentlemen, the first twenty-four hours of this invasion will be decisive! It will become for the
Allies, as well as for the Germans, the longest day - the longest day.") .. .: German Field Marshal Erwin
Rommel, speaking to his generals in anticipation of the Allied invasion of Europe during WWII.
~·
This year marked the 55th anniversary of the greatest invasion
in history. Against all odds, Allied soldiers stormed the beaches of
Normandy on June 5th, 1944. It was a pivotal battle during World
War II and, as Field Marshal Rommel predicted, it truly was the
longest day.
Flash forward to June 5th , 2009. This too was "The Longest
Day". I had the privilege of walking my baby daughter Kelsie down
the aisle on her wedding day.
Kelsie is the grand daughter of
Bernice and the late Vernon C. Martin of Valley City. Vern was
a proud member of Company G, of the 164.
1
The weather in Fargo was not unlike that infamous ,,.\1~~~,
day in France so long ago: cold and rainy. However,
the atmosphere and mood was profoundly different as
· ,: , , .
the wedding party and guests truly enjoyed themselves.
.,., '
The Willys MB in the attached pictures was delivered to the Army just 3 days before the
\, '
D-Day Invasion. So, it was indeed an honor when my Kelsie and her fiance asked
~ h
if they could use the "164 Jeep" to drive from the Church to the wedding
~~__,
reception. (Note the Co G, 164th unit markings on the bumper.) As they had a
,,
Military Wedding , using the 164 Jeep was very fitting and also great fun.
,.,~
2n Lieutenant Scott Lechner is a combat veteran of the War in Iraq. The
·
reception was also held at the Fargo Air Museum, so the Jeep was right at
home. The couple is posted at Ft. Eustis, Virginia, where Scott is serving in
Military Logistics and Kelsie is teaching 3 rd Grade in the Newport News
School District. Coincidentally, Ft. Eustis is where Vern deployed from to
head to North Africa in 1942.
I've enjoyed using the "164" Jeep for warm summer drives; displaying
at Museums, car shows, and many parades. But using the Jeep to transport
a young Lieutenant and his pretty bride was a great use of the vehicle and
the most fun yet. I'll bet those veterans of Normandy would agree.
#

.

n~\·' \

Vernon Martin, Co G
During WWII, Vern was in Patton's yth Army. He took part in the campaigns in North
Africa; the invasion of Sicily; Southern France; and Germany. He started in Africa in an
anti-aircraft unit; then their unit was switched to a combat engineer unit.
~r:::
He returned to Valley City in November, 1945. He ~oined Company
G of the 164th shortly afterwards, and went with the 164t to Ft.
i1E]
Rucker during the Korean War.
__.-;

1

CAMP Ru'c:K~R )

G

HOME OF THE

He continued with the North Dakota
National Guard (NDNG) for 20 years, retiring as
Sergeant Major. Vern passed away in 1984.
Son Ron is an associate life member
and has displayed his Jeep at 164 reunions .
His mother, Bernice, recently joined well.
Another son, Rick, is currently in Kosovo with
Here are pictures of my dad during WWII and at Camp the NDNG; he served in the 818th Med Bn with
Rucker during the Korean War
your Editor during Desert Storm in 1990-91 !

VIKINGS
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Replies, Remarks, &

1~ W.t,)t fi!~ -

'7~ Ww ii!~"

The 16'1th Infantry Re9iment in the Pacific War 19'12·19'15
By Dr. Terry Shoptaugh

Reserve your Copy now !! See page 40
North Dakota members - help us schedule a book signing event in your town!
Contact Editor164lniantryNews@hotmaiJ.com

I noted with a touch of sadness that Urho Tuomikoski had
died. (July 09 News). He was the representative clerk for Co "F"
at Personnel under Captain Ivan B Conwell. When Captain
Kloester selected me to be trained for clerk at the 2nd Bn Hqs,
it was Tuomikoski who was my teacher. He was a capable,
hard working, and pleasant person. Enclosed are two
photographs taken in March 1944 at Personnel Section on
Bougainville, Solomon Islands. Perhaps you could forward
them on to his daughter if you have no further use for them.
Sincerely, George Dingledy, Co F, Indianapolis, IN
Member Lillard Brown, Co F, from Wilder, Kentucky,
wrote in with lots of information and ideas for stories which will
be in future issues, and identified some of the guys in the photo
that appeared on page 28 of the March 09 issue!
Front row: (1) Unknown (2) Kenneth Epperson (3) Henry
Ciura, my best buddy who was KIA on Leyte. He was from
Chicago and played for Lyola; fiance's name was Dotty. (4)
Fitzwater of Co E or G, Cythania, KY [Editor: possibly Charles
Edward Fitzwater, according to research on ancestry. com]
Back row: (1) Forgot who it is, (2) Dan, KIA Leyte [Editor: the
only Dan on the 164 KIA list is Daniel Knezovich]; (3) Lillard
Brown (4) Mickey Espenosa.
Lillard Brown joined the 1641h on Fiji just before the move
to Bougainville. He writes, "Our second Company Commander
on Bougainville also played with us some. The team was better
than average on the Island".
KOREAN ERA Guys: I'm
sending a picture of Co L
taken before leaving in
Jan 51 for Camp Rucker.
There has to be more
pictures of the guys someplace. Hope if the Co L
guys see this they may
come up with some more
pictures. Some guys I
can think of right now are
George Dunn, Bob Dunn
(brothers), Arnie
Gilbertson, Alton
Koppang, Ernest
Koppang, Norris Smith,
Deane Bergen (2nd Lt),
Alfred Anderson, Olai
Tvengie, Jim Overby,
Joe Harstad, and Paul
Front: Ken ~ anson ( Svendson?) 151 Row: Raymond H. Steffan , Kenneth G. Ele Steen.You do a wonderful
"[KIA}, Robert A. Benting, Duane C. Smart, Russel E Forster , 2nd rON: Duane
job with the newsletter ..
Nelson, Marcus G. Almlie, G. Filmore Hammargren , Millard Sttgen, Ray A . Haltli, Filmore Hammargren,
3rd Ro...v : Byron J. Johnson, Duane L. Arderson, Terry H. Overmoe, Olaf M .
North Branch, MN
Lilleberg Names of those who have passed are in italics.
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REUNION RETU
1641h Inf Assoc - I do enjoy receiving and reading the
Newsletter. My late husband, Howard, used to like it too.
Here's $10 for the News, $15 for tickets. Have a good
reunion. Beverly Bjerketvedt*[Howard], Henning, MN
Sorry that I'm unable to attend the reunion due to travel
problems-the 4 wheel scooter won't make it on one
charge. However, I still owe you a cold one in exchange
for the Regimental colors, which is still flying on the
scooter staff. Put the extra on the News account. Have a
good reunion, and I'll see you when. Howard Goddard,
WWII, Co H, San Diego, CA

All good wishes to you and the 164111 Infantry Association
for a wonderful and successful reunion! I'm reminded how
proud my brother, Jerry, was ... so proud of the 164th and
the men with whom he served through the years. Very
sincerely, Shirley Sommars*, Aurora, CO
Hi, Thank you so much for the great Newsletters. They are
Great! Rudy & Dolores Edwardson, WWII, Co F
Detroit Lakes, MN and Destin, FL
We hope you have a good reunion. Douglas is having
medical problems, so we will not be able to attend.
Greetings from both of us. Douglas & Donna McMahon,
(LM) WWII, Co D, Minot, ND
Am sending you money for the tickets, and extra $5 to go
toward the 1641" Infantry News. I really enjoy how Shirley
& Pat are putting them together. I will not be attending the
doings. Tell Shirley to keep up the good work. I was in
Korea in the fall of 1951 and returned stateside in May of
1952. If my name is drawn, please keep it for the News.
Ray Steffan (LM)(K)(Co L), Grand Forks, ND
Dear Friends. Please find our check for $20 to cover the
six tickets. Karl suffered a stroke and subdural hematoma
in late march 2009. He is unable to ambulate, but works
hard with therapists and may get back limited use. We wish
you all an excellent gathering. Alice-Lorraine & Karl H.
von Halle (Co D), Davie, FL
Enclosed find $15 for the raffle tickets and $35 extra for
the 164th News, which I enjoy reading. I feel sad because I
can no longer attend the reunions due to age (91 yrs),
physical, and health conditions. I do miss being with old
friends. Wish for the reunion to go well. Harry Dolyniuk,
(LM) WWII, Co K, Augusta, GA
If any ticket wins, give all to the Assoc. Thank you for
your passion for the Assoc and its continuing service. You
and the others involved are to be commended. Kindest
regards, Bob Alin (LM)(K)(HqDet3Bn), West Fargo, ND
Sorry I will not be able to attend the reunion. Are there
many of us left who made the trip to Canal in '92? Hello
to Shirley - she was quite the leader of our group. Ray
Sinkbeil,WWII, Reg't/H2, Medicine Lodge KS
Kenneth would like to come to the reunion, but is unable to
do so. Dorothy & Ken Sandhop (LM) WWII, Co B,
Wenatchee, WA Editor: Ken has had surgery & setbacks,
but he's proven he 's a.fighter! His son has kept in touch by
email and has sent Ken 's story for a future issue.
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The REST of the Story: This photo of medics Ross McNea and
Gerald Sanderson (at Torokina River, Bougainville, Mar 44)
appeared in the July issue. At the reunion, Sandy told me that
this particular Japanese soldier had initially been sighted alive,
appearing ill or wounded, so the medics attempted to capture
him for interrogation and treatment. "There was a reward, you
know", Sandy said. There was a news photographer along with
them. "Not the smartest thing we ever did, we went in without
weapons" and Sandy dropped his web gear on the ground as a
sign of good faith as they neared. Not about to cooperate with
their plan, the Jap had a grenade in hand and, possibly too weak
to throw it, was waiting for their approach. Major XXXXXX,
observing closely from a vantage point, downed the soldier with
an Ml round before he could harm our boys. The two medics,
now quite nervous about being out in the open, allowed the
photographer got his shot in, too, then all sought a safer locale.

I am enclosing my check for the 2 books of tickets and $10
for dues for 2010. Would very much like to be with my
few remaining comrades, but I also must respect my
waning capabilities. Proper transportation with any timely
connections for a decent arrival time in Valley City are
almost "nil". Was graced this day, for an hour or two, with
one of my oldest and treasured WWII buddies. George
Dingledy and friend, Jill, dropped in quite unexpectedly.
Sure was one big surprise and hope they had a safe return
to Indpls, their home. They had taken a Labor Day
weekend trip to Ft. Necessity and other places in Penn. and
West Va. Our ranks are slimming so much that getting a
visit from a South Pacific "Buddy" is a rare happening.
Gives me a slight sinking feeling to face up to the reality to
something so greatly treasured is diminishing. I have
another article in the hands of the Editor, Shirley, and I
hope it will at least pique the interest of those who were
"there" in '42-45. Hope this finds those at our reunion
really enjoying being able to attend. Would do so if things
were a little more in my favor. My best to all of you. Paul
H. Longaberger WWII, H2, Williamstown, WV
Sorry, unable to attend. Best wishes to everybody. Have a
wonderful time at the reunion. Membership, tickets, and
$25 for newsletter. Anton Sturn, Vallejo, CA
Two books tickets, $50 to newsletter. Have a great
reunion! I still enjoy the Newsletter very much. Ruth
Engebrecht*, Hobbs, NM
Hello! I greet all Association members. I am 94 now and
hope for good luck. Hope you have a good reunion!
Martin Beilke, Weslaco, TX
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I'm sorry I can not make the reunion this year. But please
tell the fellows in A Co that I still think of the few that's
left. Hope the meeting goes well for all. Always, PFC
Walter Hickey, WWII, Co A & Proud, Hilliard, FL
Please remove my information from your files as we have
moved out of the country. Thank you for the opportunity to
post about my great-uncle's service (Wayne Gundestrup).
We will not longer be able to receive non-essential mail; it
is too expensive to forward. We really enjoyed the
newsletters, they were very well put together. Kim Ryan*
We will be unable to attend as my health is not that great.
As much as we want to attend, my health this year won't
permit it. My personal thanks for the invitation to a great
organization of individuals who have kept things going
these many years. Perhaps next year. Enclosed check for
raffle tickets. We will miss you all. Eunice & I celebrated
our 68th wedding anniversary in July. Sincerely, Wendell
Wichmann, WWII, Hq/Hl/A/D Cockeysville, MD
Hi. Again, it is impossible for me to attend the reunion thi
year. Correction from Oct 08 issue of the News--Members
of M Co may take a dim view of someone not from M Co
getting credit for their accomplishments. I was an original
member of F Co when we went to Camp Claiborne, then I
was assigned to Co A after OCS in New Caledonia. Error
in print is forgiven. $15 for tickets, and $85 for Newsletter
or wherever needed. God Bless. Otto E. Heath, WWII Co
A&F, Anaheim, CA Editor: sorry.for the typo. I'm sure
both F & A Co's were proud to have you in their ranks.
Here is $10 for my membership dues for 2010. Thank you
for caring about me. I have been so grateful for my
children who help me. Love- in Christ. Edie Tuff*, Fargo
Enclosed is enough for the tickets and 2010 dues, plus $10
for the newsletter. Will not make the reunion, but my
thoughts will always be with the regiment and those who
served. Best to all. May God bless all who attend. May
you be able to continue for years to come. In comradeship,
Gordon Bostrom, WWII Co B, Augusta, GA
Hi, will be out of town this year; hope the reunion goes
well. Gigi Coven*, Valley City, ND
I am sorry I can't make the reunion this year. I really enjoy
getting the newsletter. I am sending a check for dues,
raffle, and $15 for the News letter. Yours Truly, Ervin
Remmers, WWII Co C, Orange, CA
Hope all is well in Valley City after the dubious excitement
of the flood. I'll be thinking of you all at such a wonderful
event, and hope that attendance will be great. Thanks
again, Pat-Give my best to your parents, Take Care, Pat
Kjelland* [Hamlin], Gig Harbor, WA

I can't attend the reuion - on a tight budget and don't see
very well. Enjoy newsletters, Guadalcanal and all, just like
Maynard (Co D) told me, and he added many colorful
tidbits as well. Sincerely, Carlie Holmes*, Vancouver,WA
Hi Bernie. One of these years I hope to get to the reunion.
The newsletter is great! Enclosed raffle tickets and extra
$10 for the paper. Great work. Jane (Ralph, Reg't Hqs)
Rothrock*, Seal Beach, CA
We are very pleased to be receiving the 164t11 Newsletters.
Enclosed is check for 2 books and the rest contribution for
future newsletters. Michael Beatini, Co E, Montvale, NJ
PS Shirley--! haven't forgotten about your request for
information about my starting in the Army. Editor: Great,
and don 't forget the pictures!!
Bernie Sorry I will not be coming to the reunion. Say
Hello to all. I was in the 164t11 Company B. I lost my wife
a few months back and things have been pretty hard. 1SG
Nicholas Ostapchuk, WWII Co B, Rochester, NY
Dear Committee: Enclosed you will find the money and
stubs for the drawing, $10 for the association, and $10 for
the newsletter. Paul continues to live at the Windsor
Medical Center Nursing Home, 1454 E Maple St NW,
North Canton, OH 44720. He thinks of the "buddies in
arms" frequently and would enjoy hearing from some of
you. He always reads the News from cover to cover and is
happy to read what his fellow soldiers have to say. Best
wishes for a great reunion. Mary & Paul Dickerson,
Canton, OH (WWII Co B/A)
Dear Bernie: Here's wishing you and the 164th Assoc. a
happy and successful reunion. Thanks for all of you who
have anything to do with the Newsletter and business of the
164°1 • I really enjoy the News and anything about the
Assoc. God Bless the remaining veterans of the Assoc &
those attending the reunion. Take Care. Andy Tragesor,
WWII Co E, New Park, PA

I am unable to attend, but will contribute to a great
organization. Thank you for your service! Jim Powers*
[brother of Vince], Moorhead, MN
We won't be able to attend. Use the extra$ to publish the
newsletter. Chuck & Joal Wagner*, Bismarck, ND

I am sorry I cannot support the reunion by attending, but
appreciate the opportunity to send money in for the raffle
tickets. Does anyone know where I can buy a Je Suis Pret
uniform pin? Have a great reunion. Gene Jensen,
Kennewick, WA, son of Eugene Jensen, Co G

I'm learning more of the 164 1h Infantry history than ever
before, since receiving the last newsletters. Wish Lew (Co
H) was around to read them too. Keep up the good work.
Sincerely, Millie Pharr*, Sanborn. ND
Hi. My Mom, Laura Wilson, asked me to include a note
with the ticket stubs to greet anyone who remembers Herb
(Co F) & Laura Wilson of Berthold. Dad has been gone
for almost 19 years. Morn, after living in Minot for 18
years, is now a resident of the Care Center in Velva where
I live. Mom is now 91 and doing quite well. Her mind is
great-needs help to walk, etc. She likes to talk about the
goo! old days and remembers all the fun they had at the
1641h reunions. So, have a great time!! Pat Buen.

What is as Joyful as a Gathering of Good Friends? See you next September in Valley City!
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Sorry, I won't be able to attend the reunion this year. I
enjoy the newsletter. Sending $15 for the tickets and $20
for the News. Elenora Collins (LM)*, Madison, MN
I thank you all for all you do for all of us! Sherman
Gibson, (LM) WWII Co F, Albuquerque, NM
Sorry I cant make the reunion. My husband, Roman
(WWII, Co F?), passed away last Sept 191" . His friend,
Ken Shaver (Anti-Tank), always attends, I wait for the
Newsletter after the reunions. My husband and I made it to
the reunion once when Pollak (Co F) was still alive. I'm
waiting for the book to come out on the 164th Infantry.
There should be a story in there about my husband. Thank
you. Alice Jaloszynski*, Cambridge, MN
Sorry I can't make the reunion. Having a knee replaced on
18 Sept. CSM (ret) Ray Scharnowske, Detroit Lakes,MN
Enclosed is $15 for tickets and $5 for whatever you want to
use it for. Gerald Opdahl, (K) Co G, Litchville, ND
Enclosed is a check for $25--$15 for tickets and $10 for
whatever is needed. I can't come to the reunion but will be
thinking of you. Blessings! Lorraine Radune* [Robert,
Co A, WWII?], McArthur, Ohio
Bernie~ If my tickets get drawn, you see I have written
164 on them, to you win!! Use the rest as you see fit. Sorry
I cannot make it there. Have a great time. Maj Gen (ret)
A.P. Macdonald (LM)*, Fargo, ND Editor: it was
General "Mac" who arranged the 5011, Anniversary of'
WWII trip to Guadalcanal in 1992.
I won't get to the reunion. Have a great time. Wallace
Starkenberg, WWII Regt Hqs, Long Beach, CA
Sorry, Elaine and I are unable to attend. Greetings to all.
Enclosed $40 for tickets and a little for the kitty. Ken
Lystad, (LM)(K) Co C, Stanley, ND
Enclosed are 2 checks, one for the raffle tickets, the other
in support of the News. When I lost Phil (WWII, Co F),
Dec 6, 2001, I lost the "love of my life"... He was so
proud to have served and was a soldier right up to the end.
He died at the VA hospital in Fargo. I joined the DAV
Auxiliary to help where I can in support. May sound odd,
but it makes me feel better. Phil belonged to the American
Legion, VFW, and the DAV and held life memberships in
all three. He was so proud of the 164th Infantry and did so
enjoy the reunions throughout the years. Charlotte
Engstrom* , Moorhead, MN
Enclosed is a check for the raffle tickets, $10 for dues, and
$20 for the Newsletter, which is very good, you do a great
job. Thank you. Betty Anderson*, West Fargo, ND
I cannot come, as I am having surgery at Innovis in Fargo
on 24 Aug and it will take many weeks to recuperate.
Sorry. Edith Tuff (LM)* [John, Co M], Fargo
Please find $15 for tickets. Would love to attend, but after
the loss of my dear husband, I won't be able to. I don't
drive out of town alone. Sincerely, Mona Johnson*
[Walter V, WWII Co DJ, Rugby, ND
Do you have any Rosters from your unit? Please send them in!
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Sorry we can't attend the reunion -we'll be elk hunting in
Utah. See you next year. Ray & Kay Haltli (LM)(K), Co
L, Thompson, ND
Enclosed $15 for tickets, $25 for the Newsletter. Here's
admiration for the efforts of all of you on behalf of us all-labors of love. Warmly, Richard "Steve" Stevens, WWII
Co M, St Louis, MO
Bernie Enclosed you will find a check to cover the raffle
tickets and a little bit for the newsletter. I hope the reunion
will be a good time for all. Thank you. Lionel "Frenchy"
Garant, WWII Co G, Fall River, MA
We're registering for the reunion, but it is doubtful that we
will make it -use the money as you see fit. On November
?1", Jennie will be 90 on the same day as I' ll be 92. Bill &
Jennie Welander, WWII H3, Apache Junction, AZ

Loren Lundberg sent his winner's check back with this
note-"I can think of a better use for the $164.00" . Thanks!
Does anyone have any information on a 164 KIA soldier
Resko, Frank 36653976 PFC from Chicago, IL? Please
contact the editor.
Hi Enclosed $ for my dues and a little extra. Enjoyed the
recent issue very much. Thank you. La Verne Amacher,
(K) Co G, Ft Atkinson, WI
Enclosed is a check for my dues and $20 more for you to
mail the News to my 2 grandsons. They really enjoyed
stories their grandpa told them & copies I have given them.
I would also like a copy of the book about the 164th, so let
me know when it is out. Wm A Hall was a Co F medic.
He was on Bougainville and several other islands. Lois C
Hall* Sandpoint, ID
Enclosed please find check for $10 for the News. Very
pleased with your effort for making it a GREAT
newsletter. Marvin Mauch (LM) WWII, Co C, Lowry, MN
Pat, thank you for the information and for your work with
the 1641" Inf Assn. Bernice Martin*, West Fargo, ND
Mr. Wagner: Just a note to let you know about the passing
of Henry Wiik. He was a proud member of The 164n
Infantry Association and a proud American. Please contact
me if there is anything further I need to do on my dear
Uncle's behalf. God Bless. James Jacques, St Paul, MN.

Didja Notice?????
4 New Members & lots of new
Associate Members! (See pg 37)
You can reserve a Book (pg 40)
Wanted by your Editor:
Your Cebu, Negros stories
Pictures! Pictures! Pictures!
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NE\\f MEMBERS!
Earnest J. Cagle (LM) WWII Co E, 3900 Shamrock Dr NW, Huntsville, AL 35810-4034 [see story Pg 16-17]
Andy Hiebert, WWII Co C, Pembilier Center, 500 Delano Ave, Walhalla, ND 58282-4637 [see story Pg 26]
James E. Johnson (LM) WWII Co C, 2453 N. Lakeview Dr, Sanford, Ml 48657 [see story Pg 23-25]
Leighton Winkle, (WWII) Co L, 755 McKee Road, Irvine, KY 40336 [see story Pg 14]

NE~ ASSOCIATE MEMBERS* (identified by *)
Mattie Lucille Cagle* , Huntsville, AL [wife of member EJ Cagle, Co E]
Tom Cleveland, Jr*, 205 Barry Ave S, #324,Wayzata, MN 55391 [Son of Tom Cleveland, Sr, Co A (WWII)]
Tony R. Hall*, 2971 Kesler Road, Carnsville, GA 30521 [grandson of William A, Hall, Co F. Gift from grandma Lois]
Kelly A. Hall*, 108 Union Crossing Rd, W Union, SC 29696 grandson of William A, Hall, Co F. Gift from grandma Lois]
Mary Lizakowski*, PO Box 282, Minto, ND 58261 [daughter of Ray Conlin, Co BJ

NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS JOINED FOR LIFE!!
1

Adam Geiger (LM)*, 7256 W Missouri Ave, Glendale, AZ 85303 [brother of Jack Geiger, Co A, KIA Guadalcanal]
Francine Fitting (LM)*, 3991 Gulf Shore Blvd N, #503, Naples, FL 34103 [Daughter Leonard Palubicki, Co K]
Bernice Martin (LM)*, 602 12-1 /2 Ave E, Apt #1, West Fargo, ND 58078 [widow Vernon C Martin, (K) Co G]
MG David A. Sprynczynatyk (LM)*, Fraine Barracks, Bismarck, ND [Adjutant General , North Dakota National Guard]
James Verwey (LM)*, 760 6th Ave NE, Valley City, ND 58072 [member of America! during Vietnam era]

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS RENEWED F 0R LIFE!!
1

Melanie Anchukaitis (LM)*, Niskayuna, NY 12309 [daughter of 1SG (ret) Ed Bartz, Co M (LM) WWII]
Rosemary C. Sutton (LM)*, Centreville, MD 21617 [new address] [daughter of 1SG (ret) Ed Bartz, Co M (LM) WWII]

ADDRESS CHANGES
Gordon Everett (WWII), 4500 Cambridge St Apt 135, Duluth MN 55804
Max Straka (WWII), 1033 Greschwin Ave N #402, Oakdale, MN
Wendell Wichmann (WWII), 12261 Roundwood Rd #1415, Lutherville-Timonium, MD 21093

AWOLS

AWOLS
Burd, Joyce
Cobb, Doris & Jim
Coon. Judy
Cuprak, Grant
Dahlen, George

Anderson, Morris
Angles, Debbie
Berntson, Harland
Biberdorf, Ron
Buehrer, Judith

AWOLS
Helgeson, Gary
Henderson, Denise
Juvinall, John
King, Ginny
Larson, Alys Mae

De Sautel, Aurel
Elijah, Kristopher
Fox, Timothy
Giersweskie, Nancy
Gjevre, Alden

AWOLS
Penman, Richard
Rivinius, Wafter
Sinner, George
Thompson, Mike

Lee, Vernon
Leger, Ethyl
Lindseth, Bonita
McKay, Malcolm
O'Toole, Patrick

"Your 2009 dues are due now. If you want to continue to receive the 164th Newsletter please pay them now.
The cost of mailing the Newsletter is rising & we can't afford to continue to send it if you do not pay your dues.
No second notices will be sent out. Thank you!" Secretary/Treasurer Patricia Drong

T HANKS FORTHE DONATIONS!!
1

Alin, Bob
Anderson, Betty
Anderson, Betty
Anderson, Duane
Anundson, Pearl
Arneson, Irene
Avens, Luella
Baglien
Bartz, Edward
Battafarano, James
Beatini, Michael
Beer, Robert
Bell, Charles
Benzinger
Bjerketvedt, Beverly
Bogner, Vernon
Boisen, Lawrence
Bostrom, Gordon
Bostrom, Gordon
Burck, Cindy
Burgad, Carmen
Burns, Betty
Byers, William
Carr, Robert

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10
15
20
5
35
5
10
5
10
5
135
35

$

5

$

5
10
10
10
10
30
5
5
5
5
5

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Cascio, Michael
Castagneto,Joe
Castagneto,Joe
Cecil, Lorraine
Coffey, Bert
Collins, Eleanora
Cruse, Robert
Cruz, Cresencio
Dahl, Erling
Dahl, Frank
Dalzell, Louis
Dickerson, Paul
Dockter, Don
Doe, Barry
Dolyniuk, Harry
Drew, Fred
Eide, Frank
Eisenzimmer, Ray
Engbrecht, Ruth
English, Thomas
Engstrom, Charlotte
Evans, T.R.
Fuller, Roger
Garant, Lionel

1

$ 5
$ 100
$100
$ 15
$ 5
$ 10
$ 15
$ 10
$ 10
$ 5
$ 15
$ 5
$ 20

$

5

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

35
5
5
25
50
10
15
$ 35
$ 10
$ 5
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Gaugler. Alice
Gesellchen, Richard
Geston, John
Gibson, Sherman
Goddard, Howard
Goodman, Lewis
Gaven, Gigi
Greuel, Elroy
Gronbold, Victor
Gummeringer, Joe
Gustafson, Lois
Hatli, Ray
Hamer, George
Hammargren, Filmore
Heath , Otto
Heath , Otto
Heinz, Greg
Hesch, Duane
Hickey, Walter
Hintz, Robert
Holly, Duane
Hopkins, George
Isenberg, George
Jarvis, James

$ 10
$
5
$
5
$
5
$
5
$ 15
$ 5
$ 15
$ 5
$ 45
$
5
$ 45
$ 35
$ 5
$ 45
$ 40
$ 5
$ 5
$
5
$
5
$ 15
$ 5
$ 10
$ 35

Von Halle, Karl
Kemp, Ben
Kerbaugh, Walter
Kessler, Eva
Klava, S.J.
Klipfel, Gordon
Krejci, Jerome
Krupich, Rich
Kupitz, Dick
Kurtz, Tim
Leadbetter, Dwayne
Lenzmeier, Ralph
Lundberg, Loren
Lystad, Kenneth
MacDonald, A. P.
Maarchant, L.C.
Massee, Hugh
Mauch, Marvin
McAndrews, Joan
McLaughlin, Tim
Miltenberger, Adam
Nelson, Dale
Olgeirson, Shirley
Olson, Kathleen

$
5
$ 100
$
5
$
5
$
5
$ 5
$ 5
$ 5
$ 5
$ 5
$
5
$ 10
$ 10
$ 25
$ 35
$
5
$ 15
$ 10
$ 10
$ 35
$
5
$
5
$ 5
$
5

Olson, Vern
Olson, Vince
Opal , Gail
Opdahl, Gerald
Osborne, Mac
Oshaben, Stanley
Ostapchuk, Nicholas
Otto. Ed
Overmoe, Terry
Peeple, Sybill
Pfarr, Millie
Pilarick, Mitchell
Powers, Jim
Perivratsky, James
Radune, Lorraine
Rahn, Edna
Remmers, Ervin
Revers, John
Rothrock, Jane
Salsman, Evelyn
Sand, Harvey
Sanderson, Gerald
Schmaltz, Artur
Schultz, Herbert

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

20
5
5
5
10
10
5
10
5
5
10
10
40
5
10
5
15
5
10
10
5
45
5
5

Settingsgard , AnnMarie
Shaver, Ken
Simpkins, Mary
Sinkbeil, Raymond
Skogley, Gerald
Starkenberg, W allace
Steffen, Raymond
Stevens, Richard
Sturn , Anton
Swenson, Ida
Trageser, And rew
Tuff, W illiam
Wagner, Charles
Weber, Lloyd
Weber, Rh iny
W elander, William
Well, Dutch
W ichmann, L.G.
W ichmann, W endell
W iest, Albert
Wood, Wayne
Wood, Ralph
Wozniak, John
Zettler, W illiam

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5
20
10
20
10
85
5
25
25
20
20
25
$ 35
$ 10
$ 5
$ 5
$ 10
$ 35
$ 5
$ 100
$ 5
$ 10
$ 5
$ 25
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Howard N. Brenan (WfVIJ) Co B., 17 Apr 02
Leonard Drabus (WfVII) 2 Apr 09
Dr. Raymond F. Ellennan (WfVII) Band., 4 May 09
Donald EJacobson (WfVII) Co E., Aug 09
Wj]Jjam A. Woods (WfVII) Co A., 16 Dec 97
-Harzy G. Balla (WfVII) Co E., 30 Sep 09
- Wilham H Friedewald (WfVIJ) 1 Oct 09
-Raymond G. Maxson (WfVII) Svc Co., 30 Sep 09
-Leonard Palubicki (WfVII) Co M., 17 Mar 04
-Chester R. Sanyer (WfVII) Co c; 14 Aug 09
-Donald G. Stevens (WfVII) Co A., 17 Dec 07
-Charles H Walker (WfVII) Co .F/H., 24 Oct 09
-Hemy WiiK (WfVII) Co c; 14 Sep 09
Howard N. Brenan, died 17 Apr 02 in Santa Clara
California. He was born in Fargo 18 Oct 24 and
served in Co B. He was 77 years old.
Lawrence F. Drabus, 89, died 2 Apr 09 in
Kenmare, ND. He served with the 164th
Infantry from 1941-45, receiving the
Bronze Star. He farmed, and retired as
an engineer for the Soo Line Railroad in
1985. Lawrence played the part of Santa
_ _____. Claus for 23 years in Kenmare. He loved
to hunt and fish. He was preceded by wife of 57 years
Twila, and daughter Julie; survived by son Arlen, 3
grand- and 4 great grandchildren.
Raymond Ellerman, 90, passed away 4
May 09, in Las Vegas. He served as an
officer in WWII, seeing action in Guadalcanal, Bougainville, & Leyte. He married
1 Violet "Vicky" Cooper in 1945. He earned
a doctorate in education administration
and retired as the chancellor of a
Community College in 1981. Raymond's wife died 21
Aug 09. They are survived by a daughter, Nancy.
Donald E. Jacobson, 91, died Aug 09 in
Idaho. He served in Co E from 1941-45,
earning the rank of Staff Sergeant during
the Bougainville campaign.
He retired
from the IRS in 1977, then he and wife
Viola owned an apple orchard until 2005.
He is survived by Viola, wife of 61 years .
His late brother, Orrin, was also a member of Co E.

PO _IQ{ · ; Harry

G. Ballo, passed away at home 30
• • Sep 09. He was born May 16, 1923 on a
rice farm and attended school in Hazen,
Arkansas near Stuttgart. He served in the
- 164th Infantry during WWII and received
a Purple Heart. He retired from a
Chevrolet dealership He leaves his wife
of 43 years, Carolyn; daughters Leigh Ann, Amy, &
Beth; and 4 grandchildren .
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William H. "Bill" Friedewald, Jr., 86, of
Webster Groves, Missouri, passed away
1 Oct 09. Bill served during World War II
in the 164th Infantry in the Pacific. He
was a former Prudential Brokerage
Manager, CLU. He is survived by Dora,
wife of 67 years; children Carolyn,
Cynthia, William Ill; 5 grand- & 3 great grandchildren.

~lfil::I•

Raymond G. Maxson, age 96, died 30
Sep 09, in Red Lake Falls, MN. He joined
the ND Army National Guard in 1930, in
the 164th Infantry, Devils Lake, and was a
Master Sgt when the unit was activated.
Ray was discharged in 1945 as a Warrant
Officer. He was a farmer, teacher, and
insurance salesman. He was preceded by first wife
Loretta (1988); survived by wife Therese; children
Janice, Joan, & James; and six grandchildren.
Leonard R."Nix" Palubicki Sr., 85, died
17 Mar 04 in Minn . He had worked for
Northern States Power. He was preceded
by Florence, wife of 55 years. He is
survived by daughters, Mary, Francine,
Margaret, Patricia; son, Len Jr; 16 grand& 18 great-grandchildren.
Donald G. Stevens, died 17 Dec 07. The
SSN death index says his last address
was Watford City, ND, but the 164 mailing
list had him in Sarasota, FL. No obit could
be located. Photo from the 2005 reunion.
Does anyone have any more info?
Chester R. Sawyer Sr, 83, Amesbury, Mass, passed
away 14 Aug 09, at home with his family at his side.
He joined the Army 30 Sep 44 and was assigned to
the Co C, 164th Infantry in the Pacific Theater. He
was a carpenter by profession. He is survived wife
of 60 years, Gloria; son, Chester Jr; daughters,
Roberta & Patricia; & four grandchildren .
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Bzyan 0. "Bud" Baldwin (K), Co H, 1 Dec 08
Anton C Beer (WW[]) Co A, (K) H3, 8 Mar 09
Valentine ''Val" Bosch (K) HJ, 5 Nov 08
Howard N Brenan (WW[]) Co B, 17Apr 02
James P. Curran (WW[]) Co ?, 27 Jan 09
Neil Dahl, Co G, 15Aug 09
Frank DeMaria (WW[]), Reg Hqs, 3 Oct 07
Frank Dempsey (WW[]) Co ?, 3Jun 09
Leonard Drabus (WW[]) 2 Apr 09
Dr. Raymond F. Ellennan (WW[]) Band, 4 May 09
Joel Feqje (WW[]), Co ?, 1 Dec 08
Anton A. Hannel (WW[]), Co G 6 Nov 08
Cooper T. Holt (WW[]) Co L, 1 May 09
John G. Holt, (WW[]), Co G MeniU's Marauders,
Richard A. Hutchison, CoL, 14Jan 09
Donald EJacobson (WW[]) Co E, Aug 09
Roman F. Jaloszynski (WW[]), Co A, 10 Sep 08
Walter VictorJohnson (WW[]) Co D, 9 May 09

EdwardJ. Keller (K), Tank Co, 24 May 08
Alton N. Koppang (K) Co L, 2Jan 09
Balzer Kurtz (K), Svc Co, 21 Oct 08
George B. Laughlin (WW[]) Co F, 20Jul 09
WalterJ. Mellem (WWTJ)(K), Co H, 23 Nov 08
Leonard Ratzlaff (WWTJ)(K) Co G, 18 Feb 09
Edwin Rauma (WW[]), 3" Bn, Aug 78
Hilbert Swanson (WW[]) Svc Co/HJ/Co E, 12Mar04
Uro Tuomikoski (WW[]), 3" Bn, 4 Dec 06
William A. Woods (WW[]) Co A, 16 Dec 97
Associate Life "Full" Members
Esther Blecha, widow ofClarence Wtt71)
Alba Clancy, widow ofEllis (WW[])
Virginia DeMaria, widow ofFrank (WW[]) Rgt Hqs
Rosella Kessler, widow ofElroy (WW[]) AntiTank
Agnes Privratsky, widow of Wenzel (WW[]) Co K
S. Richard Baglien, son ofLTC Sam Baglien

A~ Chapla,i,w Tom,, V ~ vead,
eaclv nrune,, o-rv ~ L~ 'Rdl.L CcilL,
F v ~ or Ev~ Deihl,;
e¥t'uiqui4,hed, CM ~ c w i d , , Vcwe,,
Lokke,,n; t"appedt ~ ~ t,t'\;
wiem,ory of OUf" C0111¥~ cwid,,

f v ~ who- 'havfV
Charles Harris Walker, age 89, died
24 Oct 09, at the VA Hospital in Fargo .
..,,,,,..~,...,,.. He earned a Bronze Star and two Silver
Stars in the South Pacific, and attained
the rank of Major. After the war, he was
a bush pilot, a farmer, and an author of
3 published books including Combat
Officer (his memoires about WWII). He is survived
by wife, Hetty; children Karen, Dawn, Shelly, &
John; 10 grandchildren & 1 great grandchild.

petM,ea/.

Henry M. "Hank" Wiik, 98, passed
away peacefully 14 Sep 09, in a Minot
nursing home after a short illness.
Henry proudly served his country during
WWII in 164th Infantry Regiment. He
worked 4 7 years for the Great Northern
~ -- - -:.. Railway (Burlington Northern/Sante Fe),
retiring in 1975. Henry is preceded by wife of 57
years, Marie, who was a WWII Army Nurse. Henry
led a very active life well into his 90's. He is
survived by sister Ruth Ehlert..

William A Woods from Tennesee died 16 Dec 97
just 8 days short of his 761h birthday. He served in
Co A on Bougainville & was wounded 17Apr45 on
Cebu.
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